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Re: 21st and 21st Small Area Plan 

 

The Planning Division working in conjunction with consulting firm CRSA have completed a draft small 
area plan for the 21st and 21st neighborhood and business district. This plan will guide the future 
development of the area by presenting development standards and guidelines for private development 
throughout the business district. The plan also provides strategies for creating an improved public 
environment that will work to attract pedestrians and activity while also identifying this neighborhood 
as a unique destination. Finally, the plan will set into place strategies for creating a safer pedestrian 
environment in general. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
Planning Staff recommends that the Planning Commission review the following information and 
provide comment. 
 
ATTACHMENTS 

1. Draft 21st and 21st Small Area Plan 
2. Public Engagement Summary 
3. Potential Motions 

 
BACKGROUND 
The 21st and 21st Business District has long been a neighborhood commercial node providing 
commercial services to the residents of the east Sugar House area. There are currently many vibrant 
small business dispersed throughout the business district with the focal point being the actual 
intersection of 2100 South and 2100 East. Although there are successful local businesses some of the 
structures have fallen into disrepair and others have long been vacant. Recently, the development 
community has expressed interest in potential future development or redevelopment in some cases. 
Because of that development pressure and a desire from the community to create an enhanced business 
node the small area plan was initiated. 
 
The study area was identified as the commercial district along 2100 South from approximately 1900 
South to 2300 South. The planning team did review the greater east Sugar House neighborhood as well 
to better understand the neighborhood as whole. This included identifying positive attributes of the 
community as well as the negative. With the goal of creating an improved commercial node that is 
walkable it was vital that we studied pedestrian and vehicular traffic patterns throughout the 
community. Recommendations made in this plan apply only to those areas identified in the business 
district and not to any single family neighborhoods. 



 
21st and 21st SMALL AREA PLAN SUMMARY 
This plan was created with the intention that it would be a helpful development guide for all aspects of 
the community including but not limited to: residents, business owners, developers and appointed and 
elected community leaders. The plan should be easily understood and concise but provide sufficient 
detail to ensure its goals and strategies are clear and well understood by all groups reviewing the plan.  

Goals 

There were five goals identified in the early stages of the study period. They were identified through the 
public engagement process as priorities to the community. These five goals were used to shape the 
development guidelines and strategies listed in the plan: 

The goals of the plan are to: 

1. Create a unique destination that respects the neighborhood scale. 

2. Provide commercial opportunities for neighbors and visitors. 

3. Support local businesses in the district. 

4. Establish design guidelines addressing building scale, materials, street engagement and 
public spaces. 

5. Provide an environment where pedestrians can travel safely in and through the 
neighborhood. 

Plan Elements 

The bulk of the small area plan discusses what the general character of the business district should be 
and strategies that describe how to create that character. The section is divided into three categories or 
elements: private space, semi-public space and public space.  

Private Space 

Private space is property that is privately owned and not part of the public way. Yet the placement of 
buildings and parking lots collectively determine what type of place is created. Building heights, mass, 
materials and signs create the look and feel of a place. The significant impact of these elements requires 
design guidance to ensure the goals of the small area plan are met. Guidelines and strategies have been 
provided for the following design elements: 

 Building Placement 

 Parking Placement 

 Building Height 

 Building Mass and Scale 

 Building Materials 

 Signs 

 

 



Semi-Public Space 

Semi-public space is the privately owned areas that are adjacent to the public way. Special care should 
be considered at these locations as it significantly impacts how the public will interact with the 
structures. It is defined by how the design of a site and building allows people to interact and engage 
with the street. For example, buildings with large glass windows allow views both from the inside of the 
building to the street and from the street into the building. Regularly spaced entrances facing the 
sidewalk allow people to easily access a building from the street. Space for outdoor dining brings life 
and activity to the street. A high level of street engagement creates a lively, inviting street where people 
want to spend time. Guidelines and strategies have been provided for the following design elements: 

 Ground floor minimum heights 

 Building entrances 

 Front yards and plazas 

Public Spaces 

Public space encompasses the area between buildings and the street. The public space is where street 
activity happens. A well designed public space is important to fulfilling the goal of creating a district 
that is a unique destination. The recommended improvements in this section all fit within the existing 
right-of-way. More extensive improvements would require additional right-of-way which may not be 
feasible at this time; however, improvements conducive to improving pedestrian safety are 
recommended. Guidelines and strategies have been provided for the following design elements: 

 Sidewalks 

 Street Trees 

 Bike Lanes 

 Parklets 

 Crosswalks and Pedestrian Safety 

 Lighting  

 Site Furnishings 

Obstacles 

Plans often face obstacles to implementation and this plan is no exception. However, these obstacles 
are not insurmountable. Awareness of obstacles prior to plan implementation is an opportunity to 
anticipate them and prepare a way to overcome them. This plan does not provide a complete solution 
for each obstacle identified but the planning team believes it is essential that they are identified early 
on in the process to make all members of the community or developers aware of their existence.  

Possible obstacles to plan implementation include: 

 Environmental Concerns 

 Economic Development Concerns 

 Diversity of Business Types 



 Existing City Code 

 Physical Constraints of Existing Public Spaces 

 
PLAN DEVELOPMENT PROCESS AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 
Development of the draft plan was the result of a robust and targeted community engagement process. 
Attachment 2 provides a summary of the public engagement activities that were conducted throughout 
the plan development process. 
 
Development of the plan also included analysis of existing demographic, land use, and mobility 
conditions; analysis of existing plans and policies, and coordination with public and private 
stakeholders.  
 
A summary of the plan development process is as follows: 
 

Initial Data Gathering 
The Salt Lake City Planning Division in conjunction with consulting firm CRSA initiated work on 
the 21st and 21st Small Area plan in April 2015. The planning team first met with business owners, 
local leaders and community stakeholders to learn more about what the community felt were both 
positive and negative attributes of the neighborhood. Two open houses were held in June 2015 and 
February 2016 to further refine the values of the community. These open houses were held locally 
in the neighborhood and were very well attended with nearly 500 people at each event. The 
comments were categorized into themes and a summary document was made available for public 
review and comment. 

 
Guideline Development 
Utilizing comments obtained from the visioning process, information from other adopted planning 
documents, and ideas generated through additional public engagement activities the project team 
refined the data to create goals and guidelines and strategies to support accomplishing them.  
 
Preferred Plan 
During this phase, the project team developed and formatted the draft plan. The draft plan was 
then sent to various City departments and divisions for review. The project team received no 
comments that necessitated making any changes to the draft plan and prepared the document for 
public review.  
 
The draft plan was posted on Open City Hall and the project team began a public engagement 
campaign. The draft plan was reviewed by 439 individuals and there were 55 responses received. 
Changes were made to the draft plan according to the public comments received.  
 
The draft plan has been presented to other local community groups including the Sugar House 
Community Council and the Dilworth Elementary School Council. Concerns voiced at that meeting 
primarily centered on providing additional guidelines in order to create an improved pedestrian 
environment. Some minor revisions and additions were made to the plan in response to those 
community meetings.  

 
KEY ISSUES 
The following are some of the key issues heard throughout the draft plan review process: 
 

Issue 1: Potential Height of Structures 
 
Issue 2: The Allowance of Multi-Family Housing 

 
Issue 3: Balancing the Movement of Vehicular Traffic with Pedestrian Safety  



 
Issue 4: Environmental Concerns 
 
Issue 5: Increase in Traffic 

 
Issue 1: Potential Height of Structures 

The potential height of future structures has been a significant concern voiced by the community. 
Because of these concerns, the small area plan does not recommend a zoning change in the business 
district which would allow for greater height. In fact, the plan does not advocate for granting additional 
height in the business district in any way.  Instead design standards have been developed to create an 
improved district. Some including encouraging greater height in the ground floor spaces may often 
limit buildings to two stories.  

The current zone for the majority of the business district is CB Community Business which allows for 
a structure to be built up to 30 feet in height. Other successful neighborhood commercial nodes in the 
city such as 9th and 9th and 1300 S. 2100 E. are also zoned as CB. These commercial nodes were often 
identified by the community as examples of what they would like to see at 21st and 21st. The plan states 
that building will generally be 2 stories but if a third story is allowed that it should be stepped back from 
the street to provide a more human scale to the streetscape. This third story must fit within the 
permitted maximum height.  

Other commercial and mixed used zoning districts were considered but all would allow for greater 
height except for the CN Neighborhood Commercial District. This zone was eliminated for a multitude 
of reasons. First, the purpose statement for the district states, “The CN neighborhood commercial 
district is intended to provide for small scale, low intensity commercial uses that can be located within 
and serve residential neighborhoods.” The 21st and 21st Business District is not envisioned as 
commercial area that serves only the needs of the surrounding neighborhood. One goal of the small 
area plan is to create a business district that is a destination for residents as well as visitors.  

The purpose of the CB District states, “The CB community business district is intended to provide for 
the close integration of moderately sized commercial areas with adjacent residential neighborhoods. 
The design guidelines are intended to facilitate retail that is pedestrian in its orientation and scale, while 
also acknowledging the importance of transit and automobile access to the site.” Staff believes that 
these statements more accurately describes the goal and intentions of the plan to create a unique 
commercial destination with consideration for the scale of surrounding low density residential 
neighborhoods.  

This choice is further enforced as the Zoning Ordinance states that, “The total area of a contiguously 
mapped CN district shall not exceed ninety thousand (90,000) square feet, excluding all land in public 
rights of way.” The 21st and 21st Business District far exceeds that limitation. 

Issue 2: The Allowance of Multi-Family Housing 

The allowance of multi-family residential development in the business district has been mentioned as 
a concern. The allowance of multi-family residential development is not a new idea in the area as it is 
permitted in all of our commercial districts with the exception of CN Neighborhood Commercial that 
only allows it as a component of a mixed use development. There is no zoning district that could be 
applied to the area that would encourage commercial uses without the allowance of some multi-family 
residential development. The plan does encourage that residential development is developed in 
conjunction with commercial uses as a mixed-use project.  

The availability of affordable housing in every neighborhood in the city has been discussed extensively 
by city leaders and is a goal of the adopted vision plan for the city: Plan Salt Lake. There are existing 
multi-family residential developments in the area but typical detached single-family residential 



dwellings make up the majority of the developed community. The business district is one of the few 
large areas of the east Sugar House community that has an area large enough that it could redevelop to 
add additional housing options to the community. Adding a residential component to the business 
district will also add vitality to the area and create a built in customer base. 

Issue 3: Balancing the Movement of Vehicular Traffic with Pedestrian Safety  

Pedestrian safety in and around the business district has consistently been one of the top concerns of 
the community. This concern is further fueled with the hundreds of school aged children that must 
cross 2100 South to access Dilworth Elementary each school day. Pedestrian safety is highlighted as 
one of the top goals of the implementation of this plan. The plan details ways in which a safer 
environment can be created.  

Although most agree that pedestrian safety is of top concern the mechanism to achieve that safety has 
been a topic of debate. 2100 South is an arterial street that serves as one of the main vehicular corridors 
through Sugar House allowing drivers to connect with Parley’s Way, Foothill Drive and Interstate 80. 
Because of this there is a significant amount of traffic especially during commuting hours. These hours 
may coincide with the travel of students to school each day as well. The right of way in the area is very 
limited at approximately 70 feet. Currently 2100 South has two traffic lanes in each direction and there 
is a sidewalk that varies between four and six feet on each side of the street.  

The plan discusses methods of creating a safer pedestrian environment include highlighting crosswalks 
with a colored and textured surface, adding planters to create the perception of a narrowed travel lane, 
the placement of additional protected crosswalks east and west of the intersection of 2100 S. and 2100 
E. and adding pedestrian focused lighting throughout the corridor. 

The speed of traffic on 2100 South has been a concern voiced by some as well as the ability to move 
vehicular traffic through the area in a timely fashion. In the 9th and 9th Business District, 900 South 
was narrowed from a 4 traffic lanes to two as it travels through the business district. This example was 
mentioned in several comments that were received and considered by the planning team. The plan 
currently does not make a recommendation to narrow the street.  

Staff met with the city’s Transportation Division to discuss the traffic patterns in the neighborhood. 
When comparing the volume of traffic between 900 South and 2100 South it is clear that 2100 South 
carries a much greater number of vehicles. This is also recognized in the Transportation Master Plan 
which designates 2100 South as an arterial street and 900 South in the 9th and 9th area as a local street. 
This would not necessarily preclude the city from considering the removal of traffic lanes on 2100 
South. 

Staff has met again with the Transportation Division to discuss enhancing pedestrian safety at the 
intersection after discussions with community groups that expressed their continued concerns. As a 
working group we discussed creative ways to better utilize the existing right of way. Lanes could be 
narrowed rather than eliminated to provide more shelter area for pedestrians waiting to cross the street 
and could provide an opportunity for wider sidewalks throughout the business district. Minor additions 
were made to the plan to include these elements 

Issue 4: Environmental Concerns 

The presence of a plume of contaminated soils has been identified by local and federal officials. It 
extends from the 21st and 21st neighborhood southwest to Sugar House Park. Testing showed the 
chemical to be Tetrachloroethylene which is commonly referred to as PCE. It is assumed that the 
contamination came from underground chemical storage tanks utilized by a long defunct dry cleaning 
business as PCE was a commonly used chemical in that trade. There is not currently a plan in place to 
remediate the contaminated soils and the contamination is mentioned as an obstacle to the 
implementation of the small area plan. It is beneficial to the community that the plume has been 
identified because any future development in the area will be forced to prove that construction on the 



site can be completed in a safe manner. A remediation plan was never included in the scope of work for 
this plan.  
 
Issue 5: Increase in Vehicular Traffic 
 
There have been concerns from the community expressed regarding a potential increase in traffic in 
the 21st and 21st neighborhood due to future development in the area. New development or 
redevelopment of existing structures will undoubtedly bring in new customers or occupants to the 
business district and with that may come an increase in vehicular traffic. However, it should be noted 
that the small area plan is not intended to create new development in the business district; it was 
specifically developed because the community and city leaders realized that there was already 
development pressure in the area.  
 
The draft plan does not recommend any changes to the existing zoning of properties in the area, 
meaning that the plan does not advocate for an increase in the development potential of the business 
district. These areas could have developed or redeveloped with or without the guiding influence of the 
draft plan and as mentioned with that development or redevelopment may come an increase in traffic. 
With the draft plan in place that development will be subject to the design guidelines as outlined in the 
plan rather than solely being required to follow the minimum standards as currently listed in the Salt 
Lake City Zoning Ordinance.  
 
Staff has worked with the Transportation Division throughout the planning process and they have not 
expressed any negative issues with the draft plan. The Transportation Division has found that the 
roadways in the area are busy at times but not currently at capacity. If traffic does increase in the area 
it may warrant that the roadways and intersections are improved to accommodate the increased traffic 
flow. This draft plan does not address any future improvements to add capacity to roadways as we are 
unable to predict future traffic patterns.  

 
CITY DEPARTMENT/DIVISION REVIEW 
The project team consulted with representatives of various City departments/divisions throughout the 
entire plan development process. The first completed draft of the 21st and 21st Small Area Plan was 
forwarded to the City departments/divisions for review on June 30, 2016. The project team received 
no comments that necessitated changes to the draft plan.  
 
MASTER PLAN APPROVAL PROCESS 
The Planning Commission is a recommending body for all new master plans and master plan 
amendments.  The Planning Commission can choose to forward the 21st and 21st Small Area Plan with 
a recommendation to adopt the plan, adopt the plan with specific changes, or to not adopt the plan. 
 
Once a recommendation is made by the Planning Commission on the Draft Plan, it will be forwarded 
to the City Council for its consideration and decision.  The Council can adopt the plan as recommended, 
make modifications to the plan or deny the plan. 
 

 
 
  



ATTACHMENT 1:  21st and 21st Small Area Plan 
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PROJECT PURPOSE 
21ST & 21ST SMALL AREA PLAN

The small area master plan will address the characteristics 

of the future development of this neighborhood.  The 

goal of this plan is to create an improved and beautified 

business district that is a unique destination but still 

remains compatible in scale with nearby existing, well 

established neighborhoods. 
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The project study area with potential land uses.

1. INTRODUCTION
The area at 2100 South and 2100 East in Salt Lake City, commonly referred to as 21st & 21st, is a bustling node surrounded by 
residential neighborhoods. Here people can walk from home to dine at a café or restaurant, shop at a clothing boutique, visit 
a coffee shop, attend yoga or dance class, get a haircut and other similar activities. For many years the area remained generally 
unchanged. However, recently Salt Lake City recognized a need to proactively guide the future of this area before significant 
changes occur. This small area plan is a tool to prepare for anticipated growth. While the intersection of 2100 South and 2100 East 
is easily recognizable as a business node, it is important to note that the boundaries of this Small Area Plan extend beyond the 
intersection east/west from 2000 East to 2300 East and north/south from Westminster Avenue to Wilmington Avenue.

The goals of the plan are to:

1. Create a unique destination that respects the neighborhood scale.
2. Provide commercial opportunities for neighbors and visitors.
3. Support local businesses in the district.
4. Establish design guidelines addressing building scale, materials, street engagement and public spaces.
5. Provide an environment where pedestrians can travel safely in and through the neighborhood.

With this small area plan in place, Salt Lake City now has a tool to guide development in a manner consistent with the goals for the 
21st & 21st area.

Note: Single family residential areas shown for reference only.
 Design Guidelines are only applicable to  areas labeled as mixed use.
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2. PLAN ELEMENTS
These elements are organized into the categories of Private Space, Semi-Public Space, and Public Space. Design guidance is 
provided for plan elements within each category to provide the community, architects, engineers, design professionals, contractors, 
city staff, and city leaders a cohesive direction for building and site design in the district. This small area plan is designed to help 
developers and building owners understand the relationship between the street and their own lots and buildings. This relationship 
is important because the quality of this relationship impacts the area’s desirability which impacts if people will visit the area and 
patronize local businesses. Local businesses are important in this area so the strategies are intended to provide improvements 
that will support local businesses in a manner that is compatible with surrounding residential neighborhoods. The City also has 
additional economic strategies in place to support local businesses. 

Private Space
• Building Placement
• Parking Placement
• Building Height
• Building Mass
• Building Materials
• Signs

Semi-Public 
Space

• Building Entrances
• Ground Floor Minimum Height
• Front Yards & Plazas

Public Space
• Sidewalk
• Street Trees
• Lighting
• Site Furnishings
• Parklets
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I. PRIVATE SPACE
Private space is property that is not part of the public way. Yet the placement of buildings and parking lots collectively determine 
what type of place is created. Building heights, mass, materials and signs create the “look and feel of a place”. The significant impact 
of these elements requires design guidance to ensure the goals of the small area plan are met.

BUILDING PLACEMENT

The placement of a building in relationship to the street is a defining characteristic of a place and is a significant factor in how 
satisfactory a place is for walking. Building placement and orientation must reinforce the connection to primary and secondary 
streets and contribute in a positive manner to the streetscape.

• Front/Corner Yard: Buildings should be placed close to the sidewalk with various setbacks to allow for semi-public spaces such 
as patios, plazas, and outdoor dining. Retail stores should be placed close enough to the sidewalk to allow passers-by to see 
into the store. 

• Interior Side Yard: Buildings should be close together. Larger setbacks are appropriate as a buffer next to single family homes. 
• Drive-thrus are discouraged and should only be allowed on the rear or side of buildings and not in front or corner side yards.
• Orient buildings parallel to the street. If a building is on a corner lot, it may either face both streets or have a corner orientation. 

This is not to preclude entrances or facade detailing to other orientations such as a side parking lot.

PARKING PLACEMENT

Walkable business districts locate parking in places that reduce 
the visual impact of the parking and make it safer for people 
walking through the district.

• Front/Corner Yards: Parking lots should be located 
behind or to the side of buildings. Parking should not be 
located between the building and the street.

• Interior Side Yard and Rear Yard: Parking adjacent to 
residential use is required to have a buffer of fencing and 
landscaping to reduce the visual impacts of parking lots. 

• Use of shared parking lots that provide more efficient 
parking patterns and reduce the amount of land 
dedicated to parking is encouraged. Cross easement 
agreements must be in place for shared parking 
allowances.

• Locate interior driving routes so that conflict with 
pedestrians is minimized.

• Define interior circulation drives with other site design 
features such as lighting, trees and other planting areas, 
special paving, and walkways. 

A street level view of the bird’s eye view on the left.Bird’s Eye View: The top two buildings placed on the corner create a friendlier pedestrian environment than  
buildings with parking adjacent to the corner.
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This building  uses a variety of strategies to break up the mass and scale of the building so that one large building appears as if it were multiple buildings.

BUILDING HEIGHT

Building height is an important characteristic to consider 
when fitting a new building into an established residential 
area. It is appropriate for buildings in the 21st & 21st district 
to maintain a relatively low building height. Two to three 
story buildings are appropriate, particularly if the third level 
is stepped back from the street. Stepping back upper stories 
allows incremental change in building height between 
residential areas and business uses. 

• Third floors should be stepped back from the street as a 
buffer to reduce their visual impact.

• When adjacent to single family homes, upper levels of 
buildings should be stepped back from the ground floor 
as a buffer.

BUILDING MASS AND SCALE

Utilizing appropriate massing changes a building’s visual scale 
and can allow new development to complement and respect 
the surrounding residential neighborhood. 

• Small individual developments are preferred. Several 
small developments contribute a greater degree of 
diversity than a few large developments. 

• The perceived width of buildings must be consistent 
with smaller developments. Divide wider buildings 
into modules to convey a sense of more traditional 
construction. This is especially recommended for a series 
of adjacent businesses housed in one development or for 
buildings with wide facades or long depths.

• Avoid flat looking walls/facades and large, boxy 
buildings. Break up flat front and sides by introducing 
projecting elements such as wings, porticos, bay 
windows, awnings, recessed balconies and/or alcoves. 

• A horizontal wall should not extend for a distance greater 
than 30 feet without a change in articulation or materials.

• Provide for depth and variation in a façade through the 
use of different colors, materials, and other details.

• Articulation--changes in the surface of the building such 
as columns or piers--should be carried from the base of 
the building to the roof or upper story setback. 
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Upper stories of buildings should be stepped back.

BUILDING MATERIALS

Building materials can be classified as either primary or 
secondary materials. Primary materials comprise the bulk of 
the building facade material. Accent materials are architectural 
decorative elements that are integral to the design of the 
building. A mix of both types can reduce the visual size of a 
building and avoid monotonous blank walls.

• Primary materials should be premium, durable materials 
such as, but not limited to, brick, cementitious fiber 
board and plank, metal panel (ACM, MCM, ribbed, 
etc.), glazing, precast concrete and decorative concrete 
masonry unit veneer. 

• Material types and detailing should be consistent on 
all sides of a building. For example, materials used on 
primary facades should also be used on secondary sides. 

• The same massing, articulation and detailing used on 
secondary facades should be consistent with the primary 
facade.

• Consider durability and life cycle in the selection of 
materials.

• Use materials in a manner that is consistent and visually 
true to the nature of the building material. 

• Use natural building breaks (such as inside corners) for 
changes in materials, rather than abrupt changes or 
changes at outside corners to avoid the appliqué look of 
a material. 

• Materials should respect the scale and character of the 
neighborhood. 

• Large expanses of a single material should be broken up 
by windows, a change in material color or direction, or by 
other means. 

• Use a balance of colors and materials to break up the 
monotony of larger developments.

• The use of details can break up uninspiring solid surfaces 
and can help avoid the box-like appearance often seen in 
new construction.

Large amounts of glass and articulation break up this building’s mass.

Buildings should be placed close to the street.

Articulation and detailing change the visual scale .
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Building entrances open to the street and corner. Color and articulation create visual interest.

SIGNS

Signage is an opportunity to provide individual character to a 
building and neighborhood. 

• Signs should orient to the pedestrian in overall size and 
placement.

• Signs perpendicular to the building are preferred.
• Sign materials and colors should complement the 

materials, colors and architecture of the related building.
• Signs should be scaled appropriately to the building. 

Large cabinet signs are not appropriate.
• Sign materials should be high quality, durable materials.

II. Semi-Public Space
Semi-public space is defined by how the design of a site and 
building allows people to interact and engage with the street. 
Buildings with large glass windows allow views both from the 
inside of the building to the street and from the street into 
the building. Regularly spaced entrances facing the sidewalk 
allow people to easily access a building from the street. Space 
for outdoor dining brings life and activity to the street. A high 
level of street engagement creates a lively, inviting street 
where people want to spend time.

GROUND FLOOR MINIMUM HEIGHTS

The height of a building’s ground floor level impacts 
engagement with the street. A generous ground floor ceiling 
height makes a space feel inviting instead of cramped, makes 
retail/commercial uses more visible and lets more light into 
the interior of the building. Also, different building types and 
uses require different building heights. Shops, stores and 
restaurants generally will have higher ceilings than residential 
uses. Requiring minimum ground floor heights allows for a 
flexibility of uses to occur over time.

• Ground floors should have a taller ceiling than upper 
stories. 

• Commercial, retail, restaurant, office and similar uses 
should have a minimum 12 foot ground floor ceiling 
height.

• Residential uses should also have a minimum 12 foot 
ground floor ceiling height to allow for future flexibility.

BUILDING ENTRANCES

An inviting building front works in concert with building 
placement to define the look and feel of place. The placement 
of entrances is a factor in determining how satisfactory and 
pleasant a place is for walking. 
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Outdoor dining brings activity to the street.

• Ground floor commercial uses should have large 
amounts of clear glass that allows passers-by to see into 
the store.

• Ground floor residential buildings should have an 
actively used room facing the street with windows large 
enough for occupants to easily see out onto the street.

• Commercial spaces on the ground floor should be of a 
size that supports local businesses with each business 
having a unique entrance to the sidewalk.

• Building entrances should be highly visible and defined 
by a unique feature such as an awning, inset doors, 
projecting sign, or significant architectural detailing to 
highlight the entrance.

• Windows at the ground level must be clear glass and 
placed at a height that allows a visual connection of 
indoor and outdoor environments. 

• Avoid the use of dark-tinted or reflective glass windows. 
Instead, awnings, overhangs, eaves, arbors and other 
similar features should be used to shade windows and 
achieve the energy efficiency of tinted glass.

FRONT YARDS & PLAZAS

A front yard is defined as the area between the building’s 
front facade and the property line or right-of-way line. A 
front yard is created when the building is set back from the 
property line. How front yards are treated plays a role in how a 
building engages a street. Front yards can provide pockets of 
space for activities such as outdoor dining, seating, bike racks, 
merchandise displays, and space for vegetation to soften the 
surrounding hard materials of sidewalk, buildings and street.

• Front yards must be maintained with plants 
(landscaping), patio or plaza

• Front yards should be designed to complement 
the building through the use of appropriate paving 
materials, providing amenities such as seating, dining, 
and art, and by providing unique design that contributes 
to the character of the district.

• Outdoor dining is an allowed front yard use. Outdoor 
dining should follow applicable city outdoor dining 
requirements.

• Site furnishings in front yards and plazas should follow 
the same general selection criteria as site furnishings 
in the public way. This criteria is provided in the Public 
Space: Site Furnishings section of this document.

This building’s generous ground floor height and large amounts of glass create 
interest for people walking on the sidewalk.

A gracious ground floor makes a space feel inviting.
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III. Public Space
Public space encompasses the area between buildings and the street. The public space is where street activity happens. A well 
designed public space is important to fulfilling the goal of creating a district that is a unique destination. The recommended 
improvements in this section all fit within the existing right-of-way. More extensive improvements would require additional right-
of-way which is not feasible at this time; however, improvements conducive to improving pedestrian safety are recommended. 

SIDEWALK

Sidewalks provide places for people to walk and socialize. They also provide opportunities for merchants to engage people who are 
passing by. 

• New developments should replace and repair damaged or missing sections of sidewalk. 
• The recommended sidewalk width is 10 feet. Where sidewalks are not 10 feet wide, buildings should be setback to provide 

enough space for a 10 foot wide sidewalk. 
• Grading issues should be addressed when sidewalks are repaired or replaced. Sidewalks that are uneven can be difficult to 

traverse. 
• The first 2 feet of sidewalk adjacent to the curb should be a different color or paving material than the remaining 8 feet. The 

color should be coordinated across the district.
• To allow for the installation of wider sidewalks, the city should consider narrowing existing travel lanes or other creative 

designs to provide additional right of way.

A parklet with outdoor dining and bike parking.
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STREET TREES

In Salt Lake City’s arid climate street trees support a 
comfortable pedestrian environment because temperatures in 
the shade of a tree are significantly lower than on an exposed 
sidewalk. Street trees also unify a streetscape and provide an 
implied barrier between the sidewalk and cars on the street 
thus increasing safety for people walking. 

• Plant 1 tree per 30 feet of street frontage.
• Street trees that are expected to reach a canopy width of 

a minimum of 25’ are recommended.
• Tree grates are required where trees are surrounded by 

hardscape.
• In lieu of tree grates, tree wells—planting areas around 

the base of a tree—are acceptable if they are a size 
similar to a tree grate and are planted with ornamental 
grasses, perennials or small shrubs. A garden fence or 
other low border to prevent people from walking in the 
tree well is recommended.

• The width of grates or wells must leave a minimum of 6 
feet traversable sidewalk width.

PARKLETS

Parklets are small spaces that provide a temporary place for 
people to rest, relax and socialize in public spaces. In the 21st 
& 21st area, parklets could be used to help create a unique 
character and activate small, unused spaces. Any parklets must 
follow city parklet guidelines.

BIKE LANES

Public feedback showed strong support for bike lanes; all 
bicycle infrastructure improvements should follow the 

recommendations for the corridor as proposed in the Salt Lake 
City Bike and Pedestrian Master Plan. 

CROSSWALKS & PEDESTRIAN SAFETY
Well-marked street crossings are key to communicating the 
message that pedestrians are welcome in the area. Highly 
visible crosswalks also play a crucial role in improving safety. 
Crosswalks can also contribute to improved streetscape 
aesthetics and connect surrounding neighborhoods to the 
shops, restaurants, and other businesses in the district. These 
improvements draw people to the area to patronize the area’s 
businesses. 

• Stamped or colored concrete is preferred. At a minimum, 
thermoplastic should be used to mark crosswalks. 

• Additional crosswalks should be installed along 2100 
South at approximately 1900 East and 2200 East, creating 
further options for pedestrians to cross the highly 
trafficked street. Exact locations should be determined at 
the time of construction.

• Crosswalks not located at signalized intersections should 
also include a self activated warning system such as a 
HAWK signal. 

• When designing crossings, it should be taken into 
consideration that there are many children traveling back 
and forth across 2100 South to attend school at Dilworth 
Elementary and Hillside Middle School. 

• Where possible, adding bulbouts at intersections or 
raised landscaping planters may be appropriate. These 
elements can create the perception of a narrowed right 
of way and provide larger areas for pedestrians to wait at 
crosswalks.

Sidewalk with a different color near the curb 
edge creates a visual buffer for pedestrians.

A tree lined street in the study area provides 
shade and comfort for people walking.
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LIGHTING

Lighting should be selected as much for aesthetics qualities as 
technical qualities. The term lighting when referring to street, 
pedestrian or parking lot lighting includes the pole, lighting 
fixture and lamp (the light source). The aesthetic qualities of 
poles and fixtures contribute to quality of a space and can be a 
defining visual characteristic of a place. The technical qualities 
of lighting can either contribute or distract from the quality 
of the night time environment as lighting is important for 
creating an ambience that is inviting and safe. 

• The design of light poles and fixtures should 
complement other site furnishings and architectural 
elements

SITE FURNISHINGS IN THE PUBLIC WAY

Site furnishings—benches, bike racks, wayfinding signs, chairs, tables, tree grates, litter receptacles, bollards, garden borders, and 
planters—play an important role in outdoor spaces. Site furniture influences how people respond to a space, conveys powerful 
meanings that people are welcome, and can communicate the identity of a place. Well-designed seating allows people to spend 
more time in a place and furniture can be used to define a space and create visual order. Site furnishings also provide utilitarian 
functions such as recycling and trash receptacles to keep an area clean and bike racks to provide people a place to park their bike 
while they visit nearby businesses. 

• Light poles should accommodate banners and signage.
• Parking lot or structure lighting should be low in height 

with full cut off globes regardless of neighboring uses. 
• Preference for fixtures with a Department of Energy LED 

Lighting Facts Label.
• Preference for fixtures that meet the most current 

Illuminating Engineering Society (IES) recommendations 
for color rendering index, color temperature and 
backlight, uplight and glare.

• Pedestrian oriented lighting should be provided to add 
an element of safety and should be lower in height than 
street lighting.

A generous amount of conveniently located bike racks encourage people to bike--even when the building is just opening for the day.
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Vibrant light poles and benches help create an identify for this  area.

General criteria for site furnishings in the public 
way:

• Durability: Selected furnishings should provide many 
years of public use with minimal need for repairs or 
replacement. 

• Safety: Site furnishings should be inspected during 
construction to ensure they are installed according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions. Periodic inspections should 
be scheduled to ensure on-going safety. Freestanding 
seating should not tip even when people sit on the edge. 
Any umbrellas in the public right-of-way must be fixed to 
the ground and fabric umbrellas lowered during windy 
times.

• Form and Character: Selected site furnishings should 
complement each other. The form and character should 
be elegant and keeping with the goal of a lively and 
improved district. 

Criteria by Product Type:

Bike Racks: 

• Bike racks must 
 þ support the bike frame (preferably at two contact 

points), 
 þ accommodate a variety of bicycles,
 þ allow locking of frame and at least one wheel, 
 þ be securely anchored or embedded 
 þ be intuitive to use without the need for written 

instructions.

• Rack material must be highly durable. 
• Adequate bicycle parking should be provided for each 

building.
• Bike racks should be located in a highly visible location 

near the sidewalk and with enough space to maneuver 
bicycles in and out of the rack. Racks should not block 
the sidewalk travel zone.

Seating:

• Locate seating at regular intervals throughout the study 
area. 

• A mix of seating types for resting, watching, socializing 
and eating is encouraged.

• Use seating at the small area plan boundaries to mark the 
entrance to the district.

• Seating must be touchable in any kind of weather (i.e. 
will not become too hot for use on warm, sunny days.)

Tree grates:

• Grates must meet ADA requirements.
• The grate opening should be large enough to 

accommodate the anticipated mature trunk size.
• The grate pattern should complement other site 

furnishings.
• The grate and frame should be strong enough to handle 

loads of maintenance vehicles and other anticipated 
traffic.

Garden Borders: 

• Garden borders are recommended around tree wells to 
protect tree well plants from pedestrian traffic.

• Garden borders should meet the same standard of 
durability and function as other site furnishings. 

Planters: 

• Planters should be sized adequately for the mature size 
of the plants.

• Planters should be structurally strong enough to hold the 
weight of plants and water and withstand freeze/thaw 
expansion.

• Planters on sloped surfaces should be leveled.
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IV. Obstacles to Implementing the 
Small Area Plan 
Plans often face obstacles to implementation and this 
plan is no exception. However, these obstacles are not 
insurmountable. Awareness of obstacles prior to plan 
implementation is an opportunity to anticipate them and 
prepare a way to overcome them. Possible obstacles to plan 
implementation include: 

Environmental Concerns

A dry cleaning business, now out of operation, was located in 
the 21st & 21st area. The ground underneath the business is 
contaminated with by-products of dry cleaning operations. 
Any development on this property will likely require some 
clean up of the contaminated soil. Any development in the 
area must be able to prove that it can be constructed without 
detrimental effects.

Economic Development Challenges

There are several possible economic development challenges 
due to the logistics of tearing down older buildings that 
contain established businesses and replacing those buildings 
with new development. Often local businesses do not own 
their own building and cannot afford to occupy spaces in new 

buildings due to increased rents. A common result of new 
development is displacement of long standing, successful local 
businesses. Also, new developments often include large retail 
spaces that are difficult for small local businesses to fill.

Land use restrictions pose another challenge. Such restrictions 
commonly prohibit some small, local businesses from locating 
near neighborhoods. Examples include small scaled food 
production and other types of small scale production.

Diversity of Business Types

The type of businesses within an area also contribute to the 
scale and feel of an area. An area where most or all of the 
buildings have the same type of business feels larger than 
an area where there is a large variety of businesses. The 21st 
& 21st area currently hosts a large variety of business types 
and maintaining this variety is crucial to meeting the goal of 
creating a unique place. It is recommended that the City work 
with developers to ensure that new developments will be 
designed to accommodate a variety of business types. 

City Code

To encourage an active and inviting streetscape, current city 
code outlines requirements for Building Entrance and Visual 
Access which includes minimum percentages of first floor 
glass, minimum number of entrances and maximum length of 

This building integrates outdoor dining space within its architecture.
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Many public comments expressed a desire for wider sidewalks and 
a walkable neighborhood.

blank wall. Yet there is no minimum ground floor height. The 
height of a building’s first floor is a critical element of a vibrant 
streetscape and contributes to a comfortable feel for people 
walking on the sidewalk next to the building. Architect David 
Baker explains that “Low ceilings make uninviting spaces that 
rent for less, feel cramped, are less visible from the street, 
and don’t allow commercial uses to easily flourish.”  This small 
area plan recommends implementing minimum ground floor 
heights. However, a minimum ground floor height may make 
it difficult for 3 story structures to be built within the current 
allowed building height limit.

Physical Constraints of Public Spaces

The current amount of space available for sidewalks, parkstrips 
and plazas is limited due to constraints imposed by the 
current travel lane configuration which consumes the majority 
of the right-of-way. Physical space limitations may warrant a 
reconsideration of the design of the street if the community 
and city leaders decide that more space above what is 
currently allocated is needed for pedestrians, park strips, and 
other public spaces.
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3. PLAN DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
The plan development process was split into three phases: Initial Data Gathering, Scenario Development and Preferred Plan. 
The plan was developed from a variety of sources including public open houses, focus group meetings, an online survey, 
technical data, input from city staff and citywide vision and goals outlined in other documents such as Plan Salt Lake. 

PHASE 1: INITIAL DATA GATHERING

The purpose of initial data gathering was to collect and 
analyze information that could effect the recommendations in 
the plan. Data gathered during this initial phase included:

• Analysis of traffic counts, current zoning, street and 
sidewalk dimensions, and inventory of existing amenities.

• Focus group meetings to identify key issues and 
concerns.

• Open House #1 to identify assets and desired community 
identity. 

• Studied other adopted master plan documents such as 
Plan Salt Lake and the existing Sugar House Community 
Master Plan

PHASE 2: GUIDELINE DEVELOPMENT

Information gathered from the technical data, focus groups 
and open house provided clear direction for moving the 
plan forward to Guideline Development. Different scenarios 
were developed based on information gathered in the first 
phase. The scenarios addressed Sidewalk, Building Placement, 
Building Height, and Building Façade. 

• Four different scenarios developed for each category.
• The scenarios represented a range in the level of change, 

development density, and level of impact. 
• The scenarios were presented at Open House #2.

PHASE 3: PREFERRED PLAN

The third phase of the project was preparation of a preferred 
plan for 21st & 21st. The preferred plan represents the 
primary themes that emerged from the scenarios and is 
balanced with citywide goals of: 

• Supporting local businesses and neighborhood business 
districts.

• Growing in places with supporting infrastructure and 
amenities.

• Increasing the number of medium density housing types 
and options. 

• Encouraging more walkable neighborhoods that are 
connected to business districts. 

• Supporting and encouraging development that responds 
to the surrounding context and enhances public spaces. 

The plan elements were developed with the intent to create 
a framework for the type of space that is desired with specific 
details remaining individual to each property. This framework  
is how the Plan Goals outlined in the Introduction will be 
achieved.

Phase 1: Initial Data
Gathering

Phase 2: Guideline
Development

Phase 3: Preferred
Plan

Salt Lake City Planning 
Commission

Key words that Open House #1 attendees chose to describe 21st & 21st.
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Open House #1 
• Open house purposes:

 þ Discover the broader community’s desires for 
the area. 

 þ Discover what places people considered as 
a community asset and as contributing to 
community identity.

• Over 400 comments submitted.
• Key findings from the comments:

 þ Strong preference for 1-2 story development.
 þ Strong preference for restaurants and shops.
 þ Strong preference for locally owned 

businesses.
 þ Community identity as single-family 

residential neighborhood.
 þ Preference against multi-story buildings and 

multi-family housing.
 þ Strong preference for upgraded streetscape 

amenities.
 þ Safety is high priority.
 þ Walkability is a high priority.
 þ Strong preference for bike lanes.

Open House #2
• Open house purposes:

 þ Present design scenarios.
 þ Attendees and on-line visitors asked to 

choose their preferred scenario.
• 320 people attended the open house. 
• 304 people viewed the open house materials 

online at Salt Lake City Open City Hall.
• A total of 111 comments were submitted.
• Themes that emerged from the comments:

 þ Sidewalk: New sidewalk with building 
setback, trees, lighting and outdoor dining.

 þ Building Placement: Entrance and windows 
on street with outdoor dining and shared 
parking.

 þ Building Height: Two-Story Buildings.
 þ Building Facade: Moderate Facade Change.
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APPENDIX

21st and 21st STAKEHOLDER 
MEETING FINDINGS

Date: May 5th & 6th, 2015

Location: CRS Engineers Conference Room & Blue Plate Diner

Staff Attendees: John Anderson (Salt Lake City Planning), 
Wayne Mills (Salt Lake City Planning), Ryan Wallace (CRSA)

Key Themes:

Community Identity

• This community values the single family residences and 
neighborhood schools, causing many families to have 
lived here for several generations.

• Neighborhood commercial center identity is eclectic 
and unique, any new development in the area should 
be in similar in character to enhance the existing 
neighborhood culture.

• Examples of the neighborhood commercial districts 9th 
& 9th and 15th & 15th were frequently mentioned as 
models for what 21st and 21st should become.

• This area is not – and should not become – Sugar House 
Business District.

Building Form & Use

• Any new development should not exceed 2 stories, 
possibly 3 with proper design treatment to avoid 
creating overwhelming vertical scale or blocking views to 
the Wasatch Mountains.

• Historically the buildings in the area have featured small 
footprints with significant transparency on the ground 
floor and this trend should continue to enhance the 
diverse, people-oriented, walkable street environment. 

• Commercial uses should not expand into residential 
areas; redevelopment of existing commercial spaces 
should focus on local retail and office uses with limited 
housing options.

Streetscape Environment

• Amenities such as new pavers, street lamps, benches, 
and trees or other vegetation could further enhance the 
identity of this area. 
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• Parking should be on the street, behind buildings or 
underground to allow sidewalk areas to be maximized for 
window shopping and sidewalk dining.

• Buffers of landscaping, fencing and other means should 
exist between residential and commercial uses. 

Transportation Options

• The community is walkable to destinations such as 
schools, parks and local restaurants. Creating additional 
opportunities for local retail such as restaurants, specialty 
items, and services is desirable.

• Street noise from vehicle traffic hampers the desirability 
of spending time at the intersection of 21st & 21st.

• A streetcar along 2100 South is not desirable.
• Vehicle traffic should continue to flow smoothly in this 

area.



2100 South & 2100 East  
Small Area Master Plan



ATTACHMENT 2:  Public Engagement Summary 

  



Results from the Community Open Houses held in June 
2105 and February 2016 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 













21ST & 21ST SMALL AREA PLAN – PUBLIC OPEN HOUSE 2 February 11, 2016 

• People want to see improvement and 
redevelopment 

Key Findings 

• Strong preference for 2 story development 
• Fear of change from existing conditions 

regarding building height 
• Strong preference for upgraded streetscape 

amenities including lighting, art, seating, 
signage, and wider sidewalk 

• Strong dislike of Sugar House development 
• Strong desire to encourage local businesses 
• Strong desire for outdoor dining 
• Strong desire for moderate façade change and 

not solid blocks of buildings 

 

 

Community Improvements 

This board showed community improvements of 1) Enhanced Crossing 2) Community Plaza 3) 21st&21st Branding and 4) 
Specialized Hardscape. 

Comments: 
“Yes!” 
“Yes to all of this” 
“Branding? Really?” 
“Use school help. Help school become community center/meeting place.” 
“Too modern doesn’t neighborhood.” 
“Waste of money.” 
“Don’t use these bricks. They break up too fast and you have to keep replacing them.” 
“Enhanced crossing should be at 21st and 21st not at a residential street.” 
 

Sidewalk 

Sidewalk  
 For (green dot) Against (red dots) 

Option 1 
The existing sidewalk 

remains in place and is 
enhanced with small 

street trees 
and pedestrian lighting. 

The current sidewalk 
varies from 5 to 10 feet in 

width. 

3 21 

Option 2 
The existing sidewalk 

remains in place and is 
enhanced with large 

street trees with 
shrub planting areas. 

Other amenities include 
pedestrian lighting, 

3 8 



decorative 
pavers and bike racks. 

Option 3 
A new 10-foot sidewalk 

with enhancements 
including large street 

trees, 
pedestrian lighting, 

pavers, bike racks, and 
benches. 

35 1 

Option 4 
An additional 15-foot 

building setback added to 
a new sidewalk to create 

a 
wider streetscape. 

Enhancements include 
large street trees, 

pedestrian lighting, 
pavers, bike racks, 

benches, shrub beds, and 
outdoor dining. 

82 18 

 
Average Priorities from Open City Hall responses: 
1. New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining  
2. New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities  
3. Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities  
4. Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting  
 
Comments: 
“Fix the current sidewalks. They are in terrible condition.” 
“I want a big sidewalk.” 
“Put in place lighting that addresses light pollution.” 
“All of these sidewalk space and sitting area is very dependent on the business being served.” 
“Who will care for the trees?” 
“Keep bicycles off the sidewalks.” 
“How about some dog parking and people water fountains and dog water fountains.” 
“Outdoor dining could be done away from street noise behind building. This would keep single plan more usable for 
sitting distance.” 
“Keep 2 lanes of traffic each direction with this sidewalk proposal.” 
“Wide enough sidewalks for bikes and pedestrians.” 
“Bike friendly.” 
“Wider sidewalk ok. Never compromise 2 lanes of traffic both directions.” 
“Leave 2 lanes on each side of 2100 S please!” 
“What stops a future planner from using a 15 ft setback to widen the street?” 
“Setbacks from all front yard should equal the setback of the aspiring residential areas.” 
“The definition of a mixed used building is vague.” 
“Include stormwater management/low impact design features (planter boxes) for infiltration of stormwater if possible.” 
“Keep 2 lanes of traffic both ways.” 



“Does this affect how many lanes are on the street? Also, how does this affect parking at the site?” 
 

Building Placement 

Building Placement 
 For (green 

dot) 
Against (red dots) 

Option 1 
In this option building the 

building is setback from the 
sidewalk. Entrances and 

windows face the parking lot. 

6 45 

Option 2 
In this option the building is 

placed near the sidewalk. The 
entrance faces the 

parking lot yet the building has 
large windows facing the 

sidewalk that provide 
views into the building. 

12 32 

Option 3 
In this option the parking lot is 
behind the building while the 

main entrance faces 
the street. The entrance faces 

both corners and windows face 
both sidewalks. 

32 14 

Option 4 
The main entrance and 

windows face the street. The 
sidewalk has activities such 
as outdoor dining. Parking is 

available a short distance away 
in a parking lot 

shared by several businesses. 

135 7 

 
Average Priorities from Open City Hall responses: 
1. Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking  
2. Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows  
3. No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk  
4. Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot  
 
Comments: 
Option 4- “This is awesome!!!” 
Option 4- “Yes!” 
 
 
Building Height 
 

Building Height 



 For (green 
dot) 

Against (red dots) 

Option 1 
One story buildings are 
currently common in 

the area. To be 
recognized by 

people as a business, 
one story 

commercial/retail 
buildings often have 

decorative 
elements added such as 

extra height added to 
the front of the 

building. 

 
81 

14 

Option 2 
Two-story buildings 
provide more usable 

space in the same 
footprint as a onestory 

building. Two-story 
buildings offer 

opportunities for the 
mixing of uses such 

as adding offices above 
retail. 

103 5 

Option 3 
This example shows a 
three story building 

where the third story is 
stepped back 

from the first two. 
Although the third story 

adds space, at the 
sidewalk level the 

building feels like a two 
story building. 

37 82 

Option 4 
This three story building 

does not have a 
stepped back third 

story. This creates a 
more urban city-like 

feel along the street. It 
also provides the most 

usable space 
of the four options. 

1 179 

 
Average Priorities from Open City Hall responses: 
1. Two-Story Building  
2. Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back  



3. One-Story Building  
4. Three-Story Building  
 
Comments: 
“One story please.” 
“I want stepback from 1st floor.” 
“Option 3-Yes, we need moderate density to facilitate walkability.” 
“New builds should compliment current buildings in height and design. This a neighborhood not a commercial district. 
Businesses should enhance the neighborhood. Nothing over two levels.” 
“This area should be attractive to small local businesses and affordable to those who run the businesses. Businesses that 
the neighborhood residents would use and support.” 
“2-story max. Preserve views. Do not want another walled, viewless canyon like 21st South 1100 East.” 
 
 
Building Façade 
 

Building Facade 
 For 

(green 
dot) 

Against (red dots) 

Option 1 
The first two stories of 
this building are mostly 

flat. There are few 
changes or features 
that communicate 

where the space for 
one business ends and 

other begins. The 
building is nearly all one 

material--brick. 

18 24 

Option 2 
This face of this building 
has minor changes with 

balconies and subtle 
color 

changes. The building is 
nearly all one material--

stucco. 

0 138 

Option 3 
This building face 

changes but jutting in 
and out at regular 
intervals. Windows 

also change slightly in 
shape and other 
elements such as 

awnings also provide 
variety. The building is 

mostly stucco with 

27 11 



some brick. 
Option 4 

This building face has a 
lot of change including 
different materials on 

various 
section, changes in 
window size, shape, 

and placement as well 
as a variety of 

signs and awnings. 

121 8 

 
Average Priorities from Open City Hall responses: 
1. Moderate Facade Change  
2. Great Facade Change  
3. Minor Facade Change 
4. No Facade Change  
 
Comments: 
“Not a solid block of building. Individual buildings would be better.” 
Option 4-“Fits better with old Sugarhouse design near 11th.” 
 
 
 
General Comments 
“No 3 story.” 
“Single level, one level like 9th & 9th.” 
“1 story then step back to 2nd story.” 
“More sidewalk for bikes.” 
“We’re in favor of taller 3+ story buildings.” 
“The people who walk 21st are children and a few older people.” 
“Please do not let is resemble complex on Wilmington in Sugar House.” 
“Sidewalks and bike lanes first. Parking and car lanes always come second.” 
“Minimize number of 1-bedroom apartments. Prefer multi-bedroom condominiums.” 
“How about enforcing the speed limits on 21st and 21st?” 
“Keep 21st South 2 lanes in both directions. If it is reduced, commuter traffic spills into the residential areas. Then speed 
bumps and stop signs are required.” 
“Nothing above 2 stories. Need 2 lanes traffic both ways to help keep congestion down.” 
“No pavers at crosswalk.” 
“Audible crossing signals at intersections.” 
“We don’t want a dense night life with noise and a lot of activities. No up zone to allow use without public input. Smaller 
buildings like the ones already there.” 
“Eliminating a lane of vehicular travel is a bad idea. Traffic congestion, spill-over into neighborhoods.” 
“Keep laundromat in there.” 
“Clean up what’s there. Keep it small.” 
“Need 2 lanes of traffic both ways with the freeway exit on Parley’s and 1300 E.” 
“No new buildings over 2 stories.” 



“Slow traffic approaching 2300 E” 
“Encourage walking across Parley's Way” 
“Add a crosswalk with flashing lights” 
“Leave residential areas alone. No tear down & rezone” 
“Three Story Development” 
“1-2 story development” 
“Shade for outdoor seating” 
“Restaurant outdoor dining” 
“New wider sidewalk” 
“Not like SugarHouse” 
“Transit” 
“Bike Lockers” 
“Dark-sky non-glare lights” 
“Protected bike lane” 
“Open space” 
“Leave existing sidewalk w/new lighting,plants, trees” 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Open City Hall Comments Regarding the Draft Plan  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



All On Forum Responses sorted chronologically

As of April  8, 2016, 11:39 AM

As with any public comment process, participation in Open City Hall is voluntary.  The responses in this record are not necessarily
representative of the whole population, nor do they reflect the opinions of any government agency or elected officials.  

All On Forum Responses sorted chronologically

As of April  8, 2016, 11:39 AM http://www.peakdemocracy.com/3391

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help
us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short survey.



As of April  8, 2016, 11:39 AM, this forum had:
Attendees: 341
On Forum Responses: 79
All Responses: 139
Hours of Public Comment: 7.0

This topic started on January 29, 2016, 11:37 AM.
This topic ended on March  3, 2016,  3:14 PM.

All On Forum Responses sorted chronologically

As of April  8, 2016, 11:39 AM http://www.peakdemocracy.com/3391 Page 2 of 71

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help
us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short survey.



Responses

Arrange the options below in order of your choice.

Average Priorities

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining

New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities

Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities

Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Comments:

Answered 18

Skipped 61

15th 9th area benefit bicycle building buildings corner development

dining don east enhance existing feel greatly into like make

more neighborhood new open outdoor
pedestrians please s scale shade sidewalk something south space

street t times trees usage what who

Please arrange the options below in order of your choice.

Average Priorities

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking

Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows

No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.

All On Forum Responses sorted chronologically
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Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking

Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

Comments:

Answered 9

Skipped 70

building engage much option parking public s street windows

Please arrange the options below in order of your choice.

Average Priorities

Two-Story Building

Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back

One-Story Building

Three-Story Building

Comments:

Answered 15

Skipped 64

3 9th also apartment appropriate area building buildings
businesses compromise create developer development feel good high

increase large like make more need north only residential shown space

stories story street tall third three too traffic was

Please arrange the options below in order of your choice.

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Average Priorities

Moderate Facade Change

Great Facade Change

Minor Facade Change

No Facade Change

Comments:

Answered 13

Skipped 66

21 all area brick buildings change character classical different don
existing facade facades historic homes how keeping looks make materials

modern much need neighborhood new priority really s stucco styles t
traditional

If we have missed anything or you have general comments about the Plan or process, please let us
know here.

Answered 27

Skipped 52

- 21 2100 21st all also any area bike buildings business
character development do huge improvements intersection just keep make

more much need needs neighborhood new one out

parking pedestrian pedestrians people please s street sugarhouse t
traffic want was

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Arrange the options below in order of your choice.

Name not shown inside Council District 6
January 30, 2016, 12:44 PM

Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining

Name not shown inside Council District 7
January 31, 2016,  9:22 AM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  2, 2016,  3:53 AM

Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  2, 2016,  9:44 AM

Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining

Ingrid B inside Council District 6
February  2, 2016,  9:55 AM

Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining

Name not shown inside Council District 4
February  2, 2016, 10:06 AM

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  2, 2016, 11:05 AM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities

Chris Smith inside Council District 7
February  2, 2016,  2:47 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  2, 2016,  2:59 PM

Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  2, 2016,  7:11 PM

Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  2, 2016,  7:23 PM

Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining

Barry Angstman inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  7:14 AM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining

Karen Miller inside Council District 3

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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February  3, 2016, 10:18 AM

Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016, 10:19 AM

New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  3, 2016, 10:22 AM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016, 10:28 AM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Brian Tonetti inside Council District 4
February  3, 2016, 10:32 AM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Jason Cowan inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016, 10:56 AM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016, 12:03 PM

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting
New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  3, 2016, 12:03 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Name not shown inside Council District 3
February  3, 2016, 12:41 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining

Tim Smith inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016, 12:41 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  1:01 PM

Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities

Tracy Gomez outside Salt Lake City Council Districts
February  3, 2016,  1:09 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  1:20 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  1:27 PM

Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  3, 2016,  1:44 PM

New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities

John Lorz inside Council District 5
February  3, 2016,  1:44 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Name not shown outside Salt Lake City Council Districts
February  3, 2016,  3:14 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Trisha Reynolds inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  3:24 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Michelle Gurr inside Council District 7

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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February  3, 2016,  3:25 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Heidi Schubert inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  4:19 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  5:15 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  7:44 PM

New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining

Name not shown inside Council District 1
February  3, 2016, 11:10 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Mike Bender inside Council District 5
February  4, 2016, 11:38 AM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Name not shown inside Council District 3
February  4, 2016, 11:53 AM

Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities

Gregory Wilson inside Council District 4
February  4, 2016, 12:07 PM

New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  4, 2016, 12:16 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  4, 2016,  1:55 PM

Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  5, 2016,  2:56 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Tracy Burton inside Council District 6
February  5, 2016,  4:09 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.

All On Forum Responses sorted chronologically
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Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  5, 2016,  4:39 PM

New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Jesse Horsley inside Council District 7
February  5, 2016,  5:13 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  5, 2016,  7:35 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  5, 2016, 10:04 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  7, 2016,  3:51 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  8, 2016,  7:11 AM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  8, 2016,  2:34 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  8, 2016,  9:08 PM

Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  8, 2016, 10:40 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  9, 2016,  8:24 PM

New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting
New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 11, 2016,  9:58 AM

Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February 11, 2016, 11:51 AM

New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 11, 2016,  8:02 PM

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 11, 2016,  8:48 PM

New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Jess Morrison inside Council District 6
February 11, 2016,  8:50 PM

New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining

Joe Leach inside Council District 6
February 11, 2016,  9:17 PM

Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining

Name not shown inside Council District 4
February 11, 2016,  9:55 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 12, 2016,  4:49 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities

Karen Garff inside Council District 6
February 12, 2016,  4:57 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February 12, 2016,  9:45 PM

New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February 14, 2016,  6:07 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February 15, 2016,  7:52 AM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 15, 2016, 11:43 AM

Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities

Landon Clark inside Council District 6
February 15, 2016,  7:31 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 16, 2016,  5:03 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February 18, 2016, 10:14 AM

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities

Bim Oliver inside Council District 6
February 24, 2016, 12:44 PM

Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 24, 2016, 12:44 PM

New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 24, 2016, 12:53 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

John Strate inside Council District 6
February 24, 2016,  3:32 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 25, 2016, 10:14 AM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Name not shown inside Council District 3
February 25, 2016, 10:22 AM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Chris Chambreau inside Council District 6
February 25, 2016, 11:19 AM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Name not shown inside Council District 4
February 26, 2016, 12:11 AM

Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Beau Chaine' inside Council District 3
February 26, 2016,  6:45 PM

Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Bryan Strate inside Council District 6
February 28, 2016,  5:32 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 29, 2016,  5:04 PM

New Sidewalk with Building Setback, Trees, Lighting and Outdoor Dining
New Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees, Lighting and Amenities
Existing Sidewalk with Trees and Lighting

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Comments:

Ingrid B inside Council District 6
February  2, 2016,  9:55 AM

There is nothing wrong with the existing sidewalk. If new lighting/plants/trees are added, that's OK. Outdoor
dining is a waste. It's too cold for usage in the winter and most of the times you may only get 4-5 months of
usage with a warmer weather.

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  2, 2016, 11:05 AM

More open space is better than more buildings.

Chris Smith inside Council District 7
February  2, 2016,  2:47 PM

Why can't the bike lane be protected, and separate from the street, adjacent to the sidewalk?

Karen Miller inside Council District 3
February  3, 2016, 10:18 AM

Please make the lighting dark sky compliant. Please shade the sides of lights; don't allow them to glare into
pedestrians' & drivers' eyes.

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  3, 2016, 10:22 AM

facilities for mass transit, bicycle storage/locking would greatly benefit the area.  Providing outdoor dining would
greatly enhance the neighborhood feel and attract more use.

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  1:01 PM

Please do not turn this into what Sugarhouse square has become!

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  1:20 PM

Who is paying for these amenities? Is it solely tax dollars or is it the developer of the project?

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  1:27 PM

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.

All On Forum Responses sorted chronologically
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Something on the scale of the 15th East & 13th South corner, or 9th & 9th, or 15th & 15th would be nice & fit
and add to the neighborhood.  Something on the large scale of 11th East & 21st South would NOT.

Trisha Reynolds inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  3:24 PM

I don't feel like I have all the information needed to make an informed decision in terms of cost/benefit of each
of these choices.  Of course a new sidewalk with building setback SOUNDS great, but what are the costs?

Heidi Schubert inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  4:19 PM

Hard to know if existing is okay without accurate picture of existing being part of the survey.

Name not shown inside Council District 3
February  4, 2016, 11:53 AM

Outdoor dining provides interest, but don't overdo it.

Gregory Wilson inside Council District 4
February  4, 2016, 12:07 PM

Building setbacks will not enhance the streetscape. Open streetscape is inviting for cars because of ease to
drive through, not for walking pedestrians or stopping. Open space is disorienting for pedestrians.

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February 11, 2016, 11:51 AM

The 21 and 21 area, especially the NE corner, has enough room to have restaurants with rear outdoor seating
that would enhance the ambiance and reduce street noise.

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 11, 2016,  8:02 PM

Outdoor seating needs shade

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 12, 2016,  4:49 PM

Please define "amenity."  Street pavers, bicycle racks, etc.?

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 15, 2016, 11:43 AM

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.

All On Forum Responses sorted chronologically
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the new sidewalks in my neighborhood have deteriorated very quickly.  Mine has been replaced 3 times, and
the city will no longer replace it.  Others need replacement as well.  However, I like the idea of outdoor dining--I
just don't know whether that can be easily done where buildings are already existing.

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 24, 2016, 12:44 PM

The image here shows a three-story development. This is not what this neighborhood favors. The planning
commission must understand that those 400 who attended the first meeting in 2015 did NOT agree with multi-
story development at this intersection which borders neighborhoods in each direction. If we say something like
15th and 15th, we literally mean what is in place there today.

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 29, 2016,  5:04 PM

Set the Building back and Plant Big Trees to match the area and feel.

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.

All On Forum Responses sorted chronologically
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Please arrange the options below in order of your choice.

Name not shown inside Council District 6
January 30, 2016, 12:44 PM

Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot
Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking

Name not shown inside Council District 7
January 31, 2016,  9:22 AM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  2, 2016,  3:53 AM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  2, 2016,  9:44 AM

Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

Ingrid B inside Council District 6
February  2, 2016,  9:55 AM

No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot
Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking

Name not shown inside Council District 4
February  2, 2016, 10:06 AM

Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows

Name not shown inside Council District 7

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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February  2, 2016, 11:05 AM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows

Chris Smith inside Council District 7
February  2, 2016,  2:47 PM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  2, 2016,  2:59 PM

Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  2, 2016,  7:11 PM

Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  2, 2016,  7:23 PM

Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking

Barry Angstman inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  7:14 AM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking

Karen Miller inside Council District 3
February  3, 2016, 10:18 AM

Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.

All On Forum Responses sorted chronologically
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Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016, 10:19 AM

No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  3, 2016, 10:22 AM

Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016, 10:28 AM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

Brian Tonetti inside Council District 4
February  3, 2016, 10:32 AM

Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk

Jason Cowan inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016, 10:56 AM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016, 12:03 PM

Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking

Name not shown inside Council District 6

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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February  3, 2016, 12:03 PM

Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

Name not shown inside Council District 3
February  3, 2016, 12:41 PM

No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot
Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking

Tim Smith inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016, 12:41 PM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  1:01 PM

Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk

Tracy Gomez outside Salt Lake City Council Districts
February  3, 2016,  1:09 PM

Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  1:20 PM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  1:27 PM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  3, 2016,  1:44 PM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows

John Lorz inside Council District 5
February  3, 2016,  1:44 PM

Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot
Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk

Name not shown outside Salt Lake City Council Districts
February  3, 2016,  3:14 PM

Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot
Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk

Trisha Reynolds inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  3:24 PM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

Michelle Gurr inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  3:25 PM

No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Heidi Schubert inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  4:19 PM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  5:15 PM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  7:44 PM

Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot
Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking

Name not shown inside Council District 1
February  3, 2016, 11:10 PM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

Mike Bender inside Council District 5
February  4, 2016, 11:38 AM

Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

Name not shown inside Council District 3
February  4, 2016, 11:53 AM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Gregory Wilson inside Council District 4
February  4, 2016, 12:07 PM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  4, 2016, 12:16 PM

Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot
Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  4, 2016,  1:55 PM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  5, 2016,  2:56 PM

Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

Tracy Burton inside Council District 6
February  5, 2016,  4:09 PM

Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  5, 2016,  4:39 PM

Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Jesse Horsley inside Council District 7
February  5, 2016,  5:13 PM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  5, 2016,  7:35 PM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  5, 2016, 10:04 PM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  7, 2016,  3:51 PM

Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  8, 2016,  7:11 AM

Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  8, 2016,  2:34 PM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  8, 2016,  9:08 PM

No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  8, 2016, 10:40 PM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  9, 2016,  8:24 PM

Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot
Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 11, 2016,  9:58 AM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February 11, 2016, 11:51 AM

Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot
Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 11, 2016,  8:02 PM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 11, 2016,  8:48 PM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

Jess Morrison inside Council District 6

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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February 11, 2016,  8:50 PM

Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

Joe Leach inside Council District 6
February 11, 2016,  9:17 PM

Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking

Name not shown inside Council District 4
February 11, 2016,  9:55 PM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 12, 2016,  4:49 PM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk

Karen Garff inside Council District 6
February 12, 2016,  4:57 PM

Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot
Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February 12, 2016,  9:45 PM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February 14, 2016,  6:07 PM

Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Name not shown inside Council District 7
February 15, 2016,  7:52 AM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 15, 2016, 11:43 AM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking

Landon Clark inside Council District 6
February 15, 2016,  7:31 PM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 16, 2016,  5:03 PM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February 18, 2016, 10:14 AM

Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows

Bim Oliver inside Council District 6
February 24, 2016, 12:44 PM

No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 24, 2016, 12:44 PM

Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 24, 2016, 12:53 PM

Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

John Strate inside Council District 6
February 24, 2016,  3:32 PM

Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 25, 2016, 10:14 AM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

Name not shown inside Council District 3
February 25, 2016, 10:22 AM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

Chris Chambreau inside Council District 6
February 25, 2016, 11:19 AM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

Name not shown inside Council District 4
February 26, 2016, 12:11 AM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot

Beau Chaine' inside Council District 3
February 26, 2016,  6:45 PM

Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows

Bryan Strate inside Council District 6
February 28, 2016,  5:32 PM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 29, 2016,  5:04 PM

Entrance and Windows on Street with Dining and Shared Parking
Building Setback with Entrance Facing Parking Lot
No Setback with Large Windows Facing Sidewalk
Parking Behind Building with Corner Entrance and Windows

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Comments:

Ingrid B inside Council District 6
February  2, 2016,  9:55 AM

To accommodate moderate living large windows facing sidewalk is the best option. When you are inside the
building, it's nice to be able to see the outside street, etc

Name not shown inside Council District 3
February  3, 2016, 12:41 PM

Own lot--don't make parking an issue.

Heidi Schubert inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  4:19 PM

option images were useful

Gregory Wilson inside Council District 4
February  4, 2016, 12:07 PM

Entrances and windows MUST face the street to engage the public and activate the street as a public space.
Parking lots are needed to ditch cars, not to engage with.
On-street parking is a different story, and is good at facilitating activity for a variety of reasons.

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  4, 2016, 12:16 PM

So much depends on where the building is located and how much parking.  In general more green, setback,
quiet and away from street pollution for restaurants. Other businesses should also landscape and hopefully be
set back.

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 11, 2016,  8:02 PM

Parking behind the building works if outdoor dinning or interior patio available

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 15, 2016, 11:43 AM

I think this is a lovely option for new construction.

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 24, 2016, 12:44 PM

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Again, the image in this example is not in character and DOES NOT represent the single-story building height
preferred by the area's neighbors.

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 29, 2016,  5:04 PM

Keep parking off 2100 s

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Please arrange the options below in order of your choice.

Name not shown inside Council District 6
January 30, 2016, 12:44 PM

One-Story Building
Two-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Three-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 7
January 31, 2016,  9:22 AM

Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  2, 2016,  3:53 AM

Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  2, 2016,  9:44 AM

Two-Story Building
One-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Three-Story Building

Ingrid B inside Council District 6
February  2, 2016,  9:55 AM

Three-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Two-Story Building
One-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 4
February  2, 2016, 10:06 AM

Three-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  2, 2016, 11:05 AM

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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One-Story Building
Two-Story Building

Chris Smith inside Council District 7
February  2, 2016,  2:47 PM

Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Two-Story Building
Three-Story Building
One-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  2, 2016,  2:59 PM

One-Story Building
Two-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  2, 2016,  7:11 PM

One-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  2, 2016,  7:23 PM

One-Story Building
Two-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Three-Story Building

Barry Angstman inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  7:14 AM

Two-Story Building

Karen Miller inside Council District 3
February  3, 2016, 10:18 AM

Three-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016, 10:19 AM

One-Story Building

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  3, 2016, 10:22 AM

Two-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
One-Story Building
Three-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016, 10:28 AM

Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Three-Story Building

Brian Tonetti inside Council District 4
February  3, 2016, 10:32 AM

Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Three-Story Building
Two-Story Building

Jason Cowan inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016, 10:56 AM

Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Two-Story Building
Three-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016, 12:03 PM

One-Story Building
Two-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Three-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  3, 2016, 12:03 PM

Two-Story Building
One-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Three-Story Building

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Name not shown inside Council District 3
February  3, 2016, 12:41 PM

Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Two-Story Building

Tim Smith inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016, 12:41 PM

One-Story Building
Two-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Three-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  1:01 PM

One-Story Building

Tracy Gomez outside Salt Lake City Council Districts
February  3, 2016,  1:09 PM

Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Two-Story Building
Three-Story Building
One-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  1:20 PM

Two-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
One-Story Building
Three-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  1:27 PM

One-Story Building
Two-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  3, 2016,  1:44 PM

Two-Story Building

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Three-Story Building

John Lorz inside Council District 5
February  3, 2016,  1:44 PM

One-Story Building
Two-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Three-Story Building

Name not shown outside Salt Lake City Council Districts
February  3, 2016,  3:14 PM

One-Story Building
Two-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Three-Story Building

Trisha Reynolds inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  3:24 PM

Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Three-Story Building
Two-Story Building
One-Story Building

Michelle Gurr inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  3:25 PM

Two-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
One-Story Building
Three-Story Building

Heidi Schubert inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  4:19 PM

Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Two-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  5:15 PM

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Two-Story Building
Three-Story Building
One-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  7:44 PM

Two-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 1
February  3, 2016, 11:10 PM

Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Three-Story Building
Two-Story Building
One-Story Building

Mike Bender inside Council District 5
February  4, 2016, 11:38 AM

Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Two-Story Building
Three-Story Building
One-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 3
February  4, 2016, 11:53 AM

Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Three-Story Building
Two-Story Building
One-Story Building

Gregory Wilson inside Council District 4
February  4, 2016, 12:07 PM

Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Two-Story Building
Three-Story Building
One-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  4, 2016, 12:16 PM

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Two-Story Building
One-Story Building
Three-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  4, 2016,  1:55 PM

Two-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
One-Story Building
Three-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  5, 2016,  2:56 PM

One-Story Building
Two-Story Building

Tracy Burton inside Council District 6
February  5, 2016,  4:09 PM

Two-Story Building
One-Story Building
Three-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  5, 2016,  4:39 PM

Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Two-Story Building
One-Story Building
Three-Story Building

Jesse Horsley inside Council District 7
February  5, 2016,  5:13 PM

Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Two-Story Building
Three-Story Building
One-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 6

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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February  5, 2016,  7:35 PM

Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Three-Story Building
Two-Story Building
One-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  5, 2016, 10:04 PM

Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Three-Story Building
Two-Story Building
One-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  7, 2016,  3:51 PM

Two-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  8, 2016,  7:11 AM

Two-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  8, 2016,  2:34 PM

Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  8, 2016,  9:08 PM

Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Two-Story Building
One-Story Building
Three-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  8, 2016, 10:40 PM

Three-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Two-Story Building
One-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  9, 2016,  8:24 PM

Two-Story Building
One-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Three-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 11, 2016,  9:58 AM

Three-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February 11, 2016, 11:51 AM

Two-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
One-Story Building
Three-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 11, 2016,  8:02 PM

Two-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 11, 2016,  8:48 PM

One-Story Building
Two-Story Building
Three-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back

Jess Morrison inside Council District 6
February 11, 2016,  8:50 PM

One-Story Building
Two-Story Building
Three-Story Building

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back

Joe Leach inside Council District 6
February 11, 2016,  9:17 PM

One-Story Building
Two-Story Building
Three-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back

Name not shown inside Council District 4
February 11, 2016,  9:55 PM

Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 12, 2016,  4:49 PM

Two-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Three-Story Building
One-Story Building

Karen Garff inside Council District 6
February 12, 2016,  4:57 PM

Two-Story Building
One-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February 12, 2016,  9:45 PM

One-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February 14, 2016,  6:07 PM

Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February 15, 2016,  7:52 AM

Two-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Three-Story Building
One-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 15, 2016, 11:43 AM

Two-Story Building

Landon Clark inside Council District 6
February 15, 2016,  7:31 PM

Two-Story Building
One-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Three-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 16, 2016,  5:03 PM

Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
One-Story Building
Two-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February 18, 2016, 10:14 AM

Two-Story Building
One-Story Building

Bim Oliver inside Council District 6
February 24, 2016, 12:44 PM

Two-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 24, 2016, 12:44 PM

One-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 24, 2016, 12:53 PM

One-Story Building
Two-Story Building

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Three-Story Building

John Strate inside Council District 6
February 24, 2016,  3:32 PM

Two-Story Building
One-Story Building
Three-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 25, 2016, 10:14 AM

Two-Story Building
One-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Three-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 3
February 25, 2016, 10:22 AM

Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Two-Story Building
One-Story Building
Three-Story Building

Chris Chambreau inside Council District 6
February 25, 2016, 11:19 AM

Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Three-Story Building
Two-Story Building
One-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 4
February 26, 2016, 12:11 AM

Three-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Two-Story Building
One-Story Building

Beau Chaine' inside Council District 3

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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February 26, 2016,  6:45 PM

Two-Story Building

Bryan Strate inside Council District 6
February 28, 2016,  5:32 PM

Two-Story Building
One-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back
Three-Story Building

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 29, 2016,  5:04 PM

One-Story Building
Two-Story Building
Three-Story Building
Three-Story Building with Third Story Stepped Back

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Comments:

Ingrid B inside Council District 6
February  2, 2016,  9:55 AM

To increase city revenue and bringing in more businesses/restaurants to the area, the city should allow 3 story
building.

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  2, 2016, 11:05 AM

Any more than two storys high is going to be out-of-place with the other buildings in this area. Tall buildings
make areas feel "hemmed in" and reduce the natural light. They also create icing hazards on the north sides of
the buildings in the winter.

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  1:01 PM

Please no more highrises! Sugarhouse is losing its charm. I'm concerned that more development will increase
traffic and price out local businesses.

Tracy Gomez outside Salt Lake City Council Districts
February  3, 2016,  1:09 PM

Mixed use buildings, with residential rental units on upper floors would be ideal.

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  1:27 PM

Three stories, even with a stepped back third story, would feel too imposing for the size of this area.

Heidi Schubert inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  4:19 PM

pictures did not match options. A three story with setback was shown for two-story, and 2-story was shown for
1-story

Name not shown inside Council District 3
February  4, 2016, 11:53 AM

Due to rapidly growing population in the SLC area, we should have as much space available as possible.  The
step-back 3-story is a good compromise that provides space yet helps prevent an all-urban feel.

Gregory Wilson inside Council District 4

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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February  4, 2016, 12:07 PM

Appropriate height of building will depend of the width of the street and how far apart from the buildings
opposite.
Wider street, three stories could be appropriate to enhance the enclosure of that street. Variety is good for
activity.

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  4, 2016, 12:16 PM

Do not overpower residential properties of construct large apartment complexes.

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February 11, 2016, 11:51 AM

The big concern raised at the last community meeting was that the proposed development was too residentially
dense.  But the developer also expressed that the buildings need to be large enough to be commercially viable,
which seems reasonable.  I think we need to balance these concerns with a sensible compromise and not
make the developer take the full economic brunt of the environmental cleanup so that a more modest
development can be profitable.

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 11, 2016,  8:02 PM

No high density apartments

Joe Leach inside Council District 6
February 11, 2016,  9:17 PM

we only want one story buildings.  this area cannot handle the traffic that 2 and 3 story buildings will bring in.

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February 12, 2016,  9:45 PM

I am only in favor of 1 story buildings here.

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 24, 2016, 12:44 PM

no second or third priorities, unless you are telling us that our first priority doesn't count?

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 29, 2016,  5:04 PM

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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This is not the area for a tall apartment building like the ugly tacky building to the north. We should create a
walk-able smaller scale development like 9th and 9th.

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Please arrange the options below in order of your choice.

Name not shown inside Council District 6
January 30, 2016, 12:44 PM

Minor Facade Change
No Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change
Great Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 7
January 31, 2016,  9:22 AM

Moderate Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  2, 2016,  3:53 AM

Great Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  2, 2016,  9:44 AM

Minor Facade Change
No Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change
Great Facade Change

Ingrid B inside Council District 6
February  2, 2016,  9:55 AM

Great Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change
Minor Facade Change
No Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 4
February  2, 2016, 10:06 AM

Great Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  2, 2016, 11:05 AM

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Moderate Facade Change
Minor Facade Change

Chris Smith inside Council District 7
February  2, 2016,  2:47 PM

Minor Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change
No Facade Change
Great Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  2, 2016,  2:59 PM

Great Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  2, 2016,  7:11 PM

No Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  2, 2016,  7:23 PM

No Facade Change
Minor Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change
Great Facade Change

Barry Angstman inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  7:14 AM

Great Facade Change

Karen Miller inside Council District 3
February  3, 2016, 10:18 AM

Moderate Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016, 10:19 AM

Minor Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  3, 2016, 10:22 AM

Great Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change
Minor Facade Change
No Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016, 10:28 AM

Moderate Facade Change

Brian Tonetti inside Council District 4
February  3, 2016, 10:32 AM

Great Facade Change

Jason Cowan inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016, 10:56 AM

Moderate Facade Change
No Facade Change
Minor Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016, 12:03 PM

Minor Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change
No Facade Change
Great Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  3, 2016, 12:03 PM

Moderate Facade Change
Minor Facade Change
Great Facade Change
No Facade Change

Tim Smith inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016, 12:41 PM

Minor Facade Change

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Moderate Facade Change
No Facade Change
Great Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  1:01 PM

No Facade Change
Minor Facade Change

Tracy Gomez outside Salt Lake City Council Districts
February  3, 2016,  1:09 PM

Great Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change
No Facade Change
Minor Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  1:20 PM

Moderate Facade Change
Minor Facade Change
Great Facade Change
No Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  1:27 PM

Moderate Facade Change
Great Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  3, 2016,  1:44 PM

Moderate Facade Change
Minor Facade Change

John Lorz inside Council District 5
February  3, 2016,  1:44 PM

Great Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change
Minor Facade Change

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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No Facade Change

Trisha Reynolds inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  3:24 PM

Great Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change
No Facade Change
Minor Facade Change

Michelle Gurr inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  3:25 PM

No Facade Change
Minor Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change
Great Facade Change

Heidi Schubert inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  4:19 PM

Great Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  5:15 PM

Great Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change
Minor Facade Change
No Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  7:44 PM

No Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 1
February  3, 2016, 11:10 PM

Great Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change
Minor Facade Change
No Facade Change

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Mike Bender inside Council District 5
February  4, 2016, 11:38 AM

Moderate Facade Change
Minor Facade Change
No Facade Change
Great Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 3
February  4, 2016, 11:53 AM

Minor Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change
No Facade Change
Great Facade Change

Gregory Wilson inside Council District 4
February  4, 2016, 12:07 PM

Great Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  4, 2016, 12:16 PM

Great Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change
Minor Facade Change
No Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  4, 2016,  1:55 PM

Minor Facade Change
No Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  5, 2016,  2:56 PM

Great Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change

Tracy Burton inside Council District 6

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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February  5, 2016,  4:09 PM

Moderate Facade Change
Minor Facade Change
No Facade Change
Great Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  5, 2016,  4:39 PM

No Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change
Minor Facade Change
Great Facade Change

Jesse Horsley inside Council District 7
February  5, 2016,  5:13 PM

Great Facade Change
No Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change
Minor Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  5, 2016,  7:35 PM

Minor Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change
No Facade Change
Great Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  5, 2016, 10:04 PM

Great Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change
Minor Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  7, 2016,  3:51 PM

Great Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  8, 2016,  7:11 AM

Moderate Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  8, 2016,  2:34 PM

Great Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  8, 2016,  9:08 PM

Moderate Facade Change
Great Facade Change
Minor Facade Change
No Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  8, 2016, 10:40 PM

Great Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change
No Facade Change
Minor Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  9, 2016,  8:24 PM

Moderate Facade Change
Minor Facade Change
No Facade Change
Great Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 11, 2016,  9:58 AM

Moderate Facade Change
Minor Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February 11, 2016, 11:51 AM

Great Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
The 21st and 21st Small Area Plan is in the Scenario Development phase of the planning process. Please help us identify design guidelines for the 21st and 21st district by taking a short
survey.
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Minor Facade Change
No Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 11, 2016,  8:02 PM

Moderate Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 11, 2016,  8:48 PM

Moderate Facade Change
No Facade Change
Minor Facade Change
Great Facade Change

Jess Morrison inside Council District 6
February 11, 2016,  8:50 PM

Great Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change
Minor Facade Change
No Facade Change

Joe Leach inside Council District 6
February 11, 2016,  9:17 PM

No Facade Change
Minor Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change
Great Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 4
February 11, 2016,  9:55 PM

Moderate Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 12, 2016,  4:49 PM

Moderate Facade Change
Great Facade Change
No Facade Change
Minor Facade Change
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Karen Garff inside Council District 6
February 12, 2016,  4:57 PM

Moderate Facade Change
Great Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February 12, 2016,  9:45 PM

No Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February 14, 2016,  6:07 PM

Great Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February 15, 2016,  7:52 AM

Moderate Facade Change
Great Facade Change
Minor Facade Change
No Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 15, 2016, 11:43 AM

Moderate Facade Change
Minor Facade Change
No Facade Change
Great Facade Change

Landon Clark inside Council District 6
February 15, 2016,  7:31 PM

Moderate Facade Change
Great Facade Change
No Facade Change
Minor Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 16, 2016,  5:03 PM

Great Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
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Name not shown inside Council District 7
February 18, 2016, 10:14 AM

Moderate Facade Change

Bim Oliver inside Council District 6
February 24, 2016, 12:44 PM

Moderate Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 24, 2016, 12:44 PM

Great Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 24, 2016, 12:53 PM

Moderate Facade Change
Minor Facade Change
Great Facade Change
No Facade Change

John Strate inside Council District 6
February 24, 2016,  3:32 PM

Moderate Facade Change
Great Facade Change
Minor Facade Change
No Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 25, 2016, 10:14 AM

Great Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change
Minor Facade Change
No Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 3
February 25, 2016, 10:22 AM

Moderate Facade Change
Minor Facade Change
No Facade Change
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Great Facade Change

Chris Chambreau inside Council District 6
February 25, 2016, 11:19 AM

Moderate Facade Change
Minor Facade Change
Great Facade Change
No Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 4
February 26, 2016, 12:11 AM

Great Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change
Minor Facade Change
No Facade Change

Beau Chaine' inside Council District 3
February 26, 2016,  6:45 PM

No Facade Change

Bryan Strate inside Council District 6
February 28, 2016,  5:32 PM

Great Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change
Minor Facade Change
No Facade Change

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 29, 2016,  5:04 PM

Great Facade Change
No Facade Change
Moderate Facade Change
Minor Facade Change

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
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Comments:

Ingrid B inside Council District 6
February  2, 2016,  9:55 AM

We definitely should allow great facade change (as long as it's uniform with all the other buildings nearby).
Keeping the brick look just makes the area looks old, gloomy, and not interesting. Modern facade should be
encourage to make the area looks new, fresh, inviting, and modern.

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  3, 2016, 10:22 AM

existing businesses need to be accommodated

Name not shown inside Council District 3
February  3, 2016, 12:41 PM

Really don't care.

Tracy Gomez outside Salt Lake City Council Districts
February  3, 2016,  1:09 PM

Please no stucco!!!!!

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  1:27 PM

Designing the facades in traditional materials (brick, stone, stucco) and in the proportions of classical
architecture styles will make a pedestrian/dining/shopping area in keeping with the age and character of the
neighborhood. The homes in the streets immediately surrounding this area are contemporary with the Yale-
Harvard area (historic, traditional, classical) and 99% of the homes and buildings around this area are
traditional.  Traditional/classical styles and materials fit the aesthetic preferences of the majority.

Name not shown outside Salt Lake City Council Districts
February  3, 2016,  3:14 PM

A 1-story building does not need a facade change.

Name not shown inside Council District 3
February  4, 2016, 11:53 AM

I really don't notice this aspect very much when I'm in an area.

Gregory Wilson inside Council District 4

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
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February  4, 2016, 12:07 PM

If you want pedestrians attracted to the area, facades need to at least have the appearance of being different
buildings, if they are not different buildings themselves.
To not have a variety of facades will explain why an area fails when it comes to attracting foot traffic and walking
transportation.
Also, preservation of historic buildings and facades should be a priority. It is the identity of the neighborhood,
and has a big impact on a person's desire to visit a place.

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  4, 2016, 12:16 PM

I don't know how you can mandate facade changes on existing buildings. We can't dictate everything. Easier to
do on new construction.A facade can be ugly or pretty, all in the eye of the beholder.

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February 11, 2016, 11:51 AM

Facade change promotes visual interest, but is doubtless more expensive.  Much of this would probably depend
upon how many parties are involved in development of the 21 and 21 corner parcel and the timing.

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 15, 2016, 11:43 AM

Too much change is not comfortable to me.

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 24, 2016, 12:44 PM

Priority should be given to a facade that is in character with the mostly brick houses that border this
intersection.

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 29, 2016,  5:04 PM

No Stucco. The entire neighborhood is 1940s brick.

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
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If we have missed anything or you have general comments about the Plan or process, please let us
know here.

Chris Smith inside Council District 7
February  2, 2016,  2:47 PM

Bike lanes? Intersection features and pedestrian safety? This intersection is already dangerous for pedestrians,
especially Dilworth school children, and any development seems very likely to increase automobile traffic.

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  2, 2016,  2:59 PM

I live at the corner of 2100 south and 2100 East... please please take in to consideration noise pollution, and
increased traffic(next to an elementary school!)

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February  3, 2016, 10:22 AM

existing businesses should be accommodated.  They are a  part of our community and any new legislation or
planning should benefit them and not be a cost that forces them to relocate.

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  1:01 PM

As an area resident I am frustrated with what the Sugarhouse area has become. It is no longer a quite
neighborhood with locally run shops. Frankly, the thought of more development in my neighborhood makes me
unhappy. Small pedestrian improvements are welcomed. How about addressing the Superfund sight in this
area?

Tracy Gomez outside Salt Lake City Council Districts
February  3, 2016,  1:09 PM

This neighborhood needs more food and beverage options - especially adult beverages. I love the outdoor
dining area idea. This area needs more outdoor gathering areas.  Right now it's just a drive - by.

John Lorz inside Council District 5
February  3, 2016,  1:44 PM

I hope that beauty, function, livability and sustainability take precedence over making a lot of money for
businesses.

Name not shown outside Salt Lake City Council Districts
February  3, 2016,  3:14 PM
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The character that makes this area attractive is not build-to-the-sky commercialism.  If the city is interested in
redeveloping the area, they should do so with a "unique character" in mind.  The buildings going up in
Sugarhouse are simply too large and destroy the aspects that made this area attractive in the first place.
Please do not make the same mistake up the road!

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  3, 2016,  5:15 PM

It needs to be friendly to business and, pedestrians and patrons. Traffic is the last priority. If the traffic flow
through the area is slowed down - all the better. With the proximity of residential and schools in be area, there is
a need for more traffic calming engineered devices. 
With the improvements to 21&21, the adjacent steets that run parallel must also be considered in the costs and
upgrades. Improvements will surely push even more traffic onto Wilmington Ave and onto 2000 E. These streets
are already used as alternate routes to avoid the congestion at 21&21. Engineered permanent traffic calming
devices have to considered for these side streets and be built into the master plan for 21&21. 

Gregory Wilson inside Council District 4
February  4, 2016, 12:07 PM

Window glazing requirements should be visited. Glazing on windows that prevents transparency are detrimental
to pedestrian and economic activity. Use awnings to shade windows, not shaded glass. There is a host of
reasons why.
Also, this is great that something is being done to improve the area. But also important to know that we can't
just go halfway when it comes to a walkable development. It's all or nothing, and you will see failure and only
vehicle traffic if you don't commit fully to walkable urban design.
Thanks for providing this!

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  4, 2016, 12:16 PM

Landscaping and green and trees are important not just here but up and down Parleys Way and 2100 South.
WE also need a bike path which could be wide and shared with pedestrians.  2300 E and 2100 East have bike
paths and 2100 South should have one all the way to Sugarhouse.

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  5, 2016,  4:39 PM

Parking is and will continue to be a high priority. For these businesses to succeed, parking will need to be a
large part of the master plan. It would be great if we could all leave our cars at home but that simply isn't
practical, nor will it support the business population to rely on foot or bicycle traffic in these scenarios.

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  8, 2016,  7:11 AM

21st and 21st Small Area Plan
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Please keep in mind bikes and pedestrians as much as possible. Let's use this as an opportunity to get more
people out of their cars!

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February  8, 2016,  2:34 PM

Pedestrian safety should be the number one priority.

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February 11, 2016, 11:51 AM

This neighborhood is a single family dwelling oriented area and this should remain the focus, although lower
density and tasteful multi-unit dwellings are pragmatic solutions to our city's need for housing and the new
economic reality.  This corner really needs to be re-developed, but please keep it in line with the character of
the neighborhood.

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 11, 2016,  8:02 PM

Do not overdevelop the area. Keep the neighborhood character

Jess Morrison inside Council District 6
February 11, 2016,  8:50 PM

Keep parking behind the buildings at 21st/21st.  New business will need places where people can park and
easily access the area.  Street parking won't work, there needs to be parking behind the buildings.

Joe Leach inside Council District 6
February 11, 2016,  9:17 PM

We do not want more people in our area that these developments will bring in.  We already have too much
traffic and too many people. We do not want people parking in our neighborhood

Name not shown inside Council District 4
February 11, 2016,  9:55 PM

I hope you keep in mind traffic concerns and how safe it will be to cross from one side of 2100S to the other.
Thanks.

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 12, 2016,  4:49 PM

I am so sorry I missed the Feb 11 meeting.  I was at work late, and then went to two different elementary
schools, neither of which were the one where the meeting was taking place.  Please include me on all
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information or meetings concerning this area in the future.  
Thank you.

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February 12, 2016,  9:45 PM

The main concern is the height of the buildings. Also what type of use. I do not want to have apartment
buildings and I don't want any more stores like blue boutique that make our neighborhood trashy and lower the
value of our homes and influence our children that go to school right across the street! Thank you

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February 14, 2016,  6:07 PM

Please maintain an efficient traffic flow while adding some landscaped open space and a bench or two.  No
huge out of scale buildings.

Name not shown inside Council District 7
February 18, 2016, 10:14 AM

This is a residential neighborhood development needs to be indicative of that not a huge over-development like
you have allowed in downtown Sugarhouse make this area strictly a walkable development traffic is already
terrible in the area

Bim Oliver inside Council District 6
February 24, 2016, 12:44 PM

The key issue here is scale.  Anything taller than two would be incompatible with the existing scale at this
intersection - especially if the new structure (structures) was (were) close to the street (i.e. little or no setback).

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 24, 2016, 12:44 PM

I appreciate that the Planning Division is gathering this feedback. We just need to feel like we are being heard.
Also, I was unable to attend the Dilworth meeting and had to find out on my own that this site even existed for
public comment. The low number of respondents shows that not many know this exists!

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 25, 2016, 10:14 AM

Please just make sure there are restaurants that serve liquor

Beau Chaine' inside Council District 3
February 26, 2016,  6:45 PM
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AS MUCH OF THE EXISTING BUILDING FACADES AND FUNCTIONS SHOULD REMAIN THE SAME.  ANY
NEW CONSTRUCTION SHOULD BE MINIMAL SO AS NOT TO DETER THE VIEWS/VISIONS OF CURRENT
BUSINESS AND RESIDENCES.

Name not shown inside Council District 6
February 29, 2016,  5:04 PM

Please don't allow a huge apartment building. This is a neighborhood area not the central business district on
21st and 11th.
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Letter from the Sugar House Community Council and 
Public Comments Submitted to Them 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



January 15, 2017 
 
TO:  Salt Lake City Planning Commission 
FROM:  Judi Short, First Vice Chair and Land Use Chair 
  Sugar House Community Council 
RE:  21st East and 21st South Small Area Master Plan 
 
Back in the summer of 2014, a developer came to the Sugar House Community Council with a request to 
build a 5-story apartment building on the NE corner of 2100 South and 2100 East.  I have attached my 
December 5, 2014 letter to the Planning Department, which summarizes what happened between July 
and December of 2014 regarding this issue.  Much documentation accompanied that letter, which I won’t 
overwhelm you with now. At some point, the city remembered they had put money in the budget for a 
Small Area Plan, and decided to do that study of this neighborhood.  The developer withdrew his 
application, pending the outcome of the 21st and 21st Small Area Plan.  
 
We have now reviewed the draft 2100 South and 2100 East Small Area Master Plan.  This was presented 
by John Anderson at our December 12 Land Use and Zoning Committee, and again at our January 4, 2017 
Sugar House Community Council.    
 
The January 4 SHCC meeting had about 300 people in attendance, most to talk about the Homeless 
Resource Center.  John presented the report once more, and I forwarded comment cards to him.  There 
was also a meeting of the School Community Council at Dilworth Elementary, which had a presentation of 
the plan.  I didn’t attend, but was told it was well received. A comment heard a number of times was to 
find something to slow the traffic on 2100 east in front of Dilworth and on 2300 east at the crosswalk on 
2300 east leading to Hillside.  Both crosswalks are used a lot during school times and outside of school 
times and people race down those roads.  Transportation needs to take a look at this now. 
 
John Anderson has done an amazing job with this plan.  He has tried to engage the community at every 
step.  And, for whatever reason, the word about this plan has failed to get out to the community.  There 
are all sorts of rumors floating around the neighborhood that the plan recommends, such as high rise 
apartment buildings, low-income housing, narrowing the streets, bringing the streetcar up 2100 South.  
The plan does none of those things. The draft plan has been on our SHCC website since it was made 
available to us by planning staff. It has been mentioned in our SHCC monthly newsletter a number of 
times, and discussed in our Land Use and Zoning committee many times. 
 
I have received a huge number of emails about this proposal.  Nearly every single one is opposed to a 5 or 
6 story tall apartment building, to a low income apartment building to narrowing the road, to having the 
TRAX come up 2100 south taking out traffic lanes.  I have patiently answered every one, and sent them a 
link to the actual plan and urged them to read it.  Those that did read it have sent me back a note thanking 
me for the clarification. 
 
We would like to see more specifics written into this plan, but maybe this is meant to be the wish, or 
dream, and the specifics will come when it is codified.  It took me a while to even find a reference to a 
maximum of 30’.  There is no mention of CB zone, which is what everything is now, and I think the intent 
is to have nothing rezoned.  The apartments north of Dilworth are RMF 35, and I think the idea is for 
them to remain, but the map makes it appear like they are going to be zoned the same as all the rest.  That 
is misleading. 
 
We would like to make a priority right now of the traffic signal at 2100 East and 2100 South.  Everyone 
complains that it is a terrible intersection, and needs to be corrected.  Transportation should study that 



issue, come up with a plan and get it in the budget.  It might take several years for funding to be available, 
please begin now.  There is no need to wait for the plan to be adopted. There is a good description that 
each place needs a door on the street, but it doesn’t spell out that it needs to be actively used.  So many 
businesses have put a door on the street, and then lock it and only use the one on the rear by the parking 
lot.  That does nothing to activate the street. 
 
The plan calls for large amounts of clear glass on ground floor commercial. 
 Perhaps this should specifically say 40% or 50%.  Large can be interpreted many ways.  
 
Transportation should also study the issue of bike lanes, and see what is feasible to implement.  Many 
people are concerned about bicycles because there is a narrow right of way, not a friendly bike street.  At 
the same time, the public is supportive of bike lanes.  The city should explore recommendations for the 
corridor as proposed in the SLC Bike and Pedestrian Master Plan, and begin budgeting and 
implementation. 
 
People in this area want to recreate the charm of how it used to be, and are afraid that there will be big 
changes that they don’t want.  The plan does a good job of spelling out that local businesses are often in 
older buildings because the rent is low, and if the buildings are rebuilt, they can no longer afford to be 
there.  That is a real concern.  Care should be taken to rehab the old buildings where possible.  The area 
should be developed piecemeal, so it creates the effect of buildings built one at a time over many years, 
because they are all different in size, scale, materials, and colors.  The neighborhood wants nice 
restaurants, they remember a yogurt store, and outdoor dining.   
 
Another issue that is big in the Sugar House Business District is drive-through windows.  This plan should 
strongly discourage such uses, even though it is an allowable use in the CB zone.  The more curb cuts and 
ways for cars to enter and exit, the greater chance for accidents.  If people want a walkable community, 
they don’t want drive through windows creating hazards for pedestrians and children. 
 
This plan is well done, and needs a bit more tweaking on the side of specificity.  I ask that you hold off 
your vote tonight until some of these details can be added, or see that they are added before it is 
transmitted to the City Council.  (I say that because there are already 4 Sugar House issues on your 
January 25 agenda). 
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December 5, 2014 
 
 
TO:  Salt Lake City Planning Department 
  John Anderson, Principal Planner 
  Nick Norris, Planning Manager 
 
FROM:  Judi Short, First Vice Chair and Land Use Chair  
  Sugar House Community Council 
 
RE:  PLNPCM2014-00645 Master Plan  

PLNPCM2014-00646) zoning map/text amendment
  

2100 East and 2100 South 
 
 
As you know, we received these petitions to review, and have gone through an extensive process.  At the present 
time, the developer, Tom Hulbert of Thomas Fox Properties, has put his development on hold. At the same 
time, the city remembered that it had funded a Small Area Plan for this area in the 2015 budget, and has begun 
to determine the scope of that study and what the process will be.   

We would like the information that we gathered during the process of evaluating the petitions to become part 
of the record, and to inform those who conduct the upcoming Salt Lake City Small Area Plan.  We understand 
that plan will cover the area approximately 2100 East to 2300 East along 2100 South. 

We have gathered a great deal of feedback from Sugar House residents who live near this proposal, and it 
clearly indicates that only a few people are interested in having anything taller than what is allowed now, nor 
do they want a more intense use or increase in residential density in this area.  While the parcel is currently 
underutilized in terms of what might be on that parcel given it is zoned CB, it is not our intent that the small 
area plan look to upzone this area in terms of scale and density.  I have over 30 pages of emails from neighbors 
who indicate they would like this to remain a walkable neighborhood, like 9th and 9th, or 15th and 15th.   

There is a lot of concern expressed about the traffic that already exists on these streets, and concern for the 
children who attend the two nearby elementary schools.  If the traffic is increased because of a big development 
that brings lots of cars, the walkability starts to disappear, which then brings more cars. 

The motion that the SHCC Land Use and Zoning Committee agreed upon at its November 17 meeting reads as 
follows:  

“We, the Sugar House Community Council, do not recommend changes to the zone on the NE 
corner of 2100 South and 2100 East, or amending the Sugar House Master Plan, pending 
recommendations that may come out of the Small Area Plan.” 

The Sugar House Community Council passed this motion unanimously on December 3, 2014. 

Here is a timeline of our review: 

 July 21 Land Use and Zoning Committee – we reviewed the concept for a new zone for that corner 

 August 18 Land Use and Zoning Committee – we reviewed a draft of a proposed new zone and master 
plan amendment 

 September 12 – a small group of LUZ members discussed the proposals 

 September 12 – Justin Heppler sent me drafts of his application to the city for the 9/15 meeting agenda 

 September 15 Land Use and Zoning Committee- reviewed another draft of a proposed CSHBD-N new 
zone 

 October 3 – The architects talked about the proposal at the Sugar House Community Council meeting. 

 October We delivered flyers to most households and businesses from 17th South to the freeway, and 19th 
East to 23rd East announcing the October 21 community meeting 



 We posted some signs at key intersections and schools announcing the meeting 

 Dilworth School sent notices home with the children 

 October – We posted on our website the developers application (3 documents) the Plume Report, Salt 
Lake City’s draft of revisions to the RMU 45 zone, and a link where people could send an email letting 
us know what they thought.  Those emails came to my email box. 

 November 17 Land Use and Zoning Committee discussed this once again and came up with our 
recommended motion.  I also read a statement I had received from Tom Hulbert, effectively putting his 
plan on hold for the time being. 

 November 18 we posted Tom Hulbert’s letter on our website. 

 December 3 at the Sugar House Community Council meeting, we voted on the motion.  The motion 
passed unanimously, with hardly any discussion. 
 

I have attached for you the following documents: 

 The flyer announcing the October 21 community meeting with a link to our website for documents 

 3 files that contain scanned copies of the comment cards we received October 21, plus a spreadsheet 
that summarizes the data 

 The October 21  Community Meeting attendance roster.  We had 300 people at the community meeting.  
We cannot guarantee everyone signed in.  We added those that gave us their email address to the 
newsletter mailing list for the Council. 

 A 30 page document containing a cut and paste of all the emails received about this project. 

 A petition submitted by Rex Sears (A former SHCC trustee) with several hundred signatures, along with 
a letter written by Rex. 

 

Please include all this information in the materials given to the consultant group that will do the Small Area 
Master Plan.  I assure you that all the people who participated in this process are eager to participate in the 
Small Area Master Plan. 

 

Enclosures 

 

 



COMMENTS EMAIL AND FACEBOOK ABOUT 21 AND 21 SMALL AREA PLAN 
DECEMBER DRAFT 2016 

Christine Jackson 
Christine 

Re: new 21st & 21st master plan, please consider a shared bike/pedestrian lane at the sidewalk level the way they are 
constructed in Europe. We need protected bike lanes (above street), but do not want any auto lanes taken away yet. (SLC does 

not yet have the public transportation infrastructure to support people going "car-free). We also need to keep cars moving to 
minimize air pollution. A shared lane in the space of the current sidewalks is something worth considering. 

 
Mr. Landon Clark 
Chair, Sugar House Community Council 
 
 
Mr. Clark, my name is Allen Johnson and I am sending this email to you in your capacity as Chair of the Sugar House Community Council. 
  
I understand that one of the Council’s subcommittees in meeting tonight to discuss the City’s draft of the 2100 South & 2100 East Small Area Master 
Plan.  I had intended to attend this meeting and discuss my concerns with this draft plan but I am sorry to say that I have a conflict that as a Grand Parent 
necessitates that a be with my special needs Grand Son at a Christmas event. 
 
I have attached there documents for your subcommittee's consideration. As you can see from the documents I submitted this material to the City during 
the comment phase of the draft review process.  I am assuming that the City is still in that phase of the planning process but I am uncertain as to what 
degree the City is considering the information I have submitted to them.  I have been following the planning process and as of yet have not seen any 
changes to their draft document.  I assume that this means the City intends to gather all of the citizen participation responses and rework the document 
accordingly before  submitting it to the Planning Commission for review and possible approval. 
 
I am sorry that I need to send this material to you and not directly to the Chair of the subcommittee but I have been unable to find contact information for 
that individual.  Therefor, I respectfully request that you forward this information to your subcommittee for their review and consideration. Feel free to share 
this information as you need and please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or wish to discuss my comments and concerns. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Allen C. Johnson  
 
 
 
2137 South 2100 East 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84109 
801 916-4656 
allencjohnson@comcast.net 
3 Attachments 
 
 Click here to Reply or Forward 

Terms - Privacy 
Last account activity: 35 minutes ago 

Details 

  Landon Clark 
Add to circles 

 
 
 

Show details 

John, 
I live at 2409 Lynwood Drive, barely within walking distance of 21-21 and over a mile from the closest transit stop, which is north 
of 21-21.  I am very much in favor of a road diet for 21st South as well as Parleys Way; one lane in each direction with a center 
turn lane, but I am also in favor of light rail being continued up 21st South and Parleys Way, allowing for a future connection on 
the Walmart property (when eventually vacated) to light rail along Foothill Drive and even up Parleys Canyon.  The main issue 
on both 21st South and Parleys Way is high speeds; it "looks" fast so people drive fast, even though there are three or four 
schools whose children have to cross this busy area.  I recognize that population density is a prerequisite for successful transit 
(although the reverse should also be true) and am tolerant of height to achieve workable density. 
 
I favor a mix of affordable housing in with other housing, perhaps 20% of units.  We need to be able to house those who work in 
the area.  They also we increase the likelihood – and success of – public transportation.  I believe our crime rates are high (an 
arguable opinion in itself) because this is a relatively affluent area with easy "getaway" access in all directions, not because 
some lower income people live nearby. 
 
I don't know how its possible to attract more local businesses, but mid to high end local restaurants would be welcomes.  We 
frequent The Harbor because it is both close and good, and occasionally walk the nearly half mile to Bombay 
House.  Unfortunately there is nothing else within easy walking distance. 
Thank you for conveying my opinion. 
Sincerely, 
Scott Kisling 

tel:(801)%20916-4656
mailto:allencjohnson@comcast.net
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DAVID and SUSAN KOELLIKER 
 8:20 PM (1 minute ago) 

 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

Hi Judi, 
 
Thanks for all of your help with the 21st and 21st project. I know this has been in the works for a long time. In 
speaking with several of my neighbors whom all live closely to the property, the unanimous consensus is to 
give it a well-deserved facelift while maintaining the small businesses it has (Blue Plate, Jedd's, Yoga) and 
adding a few more. People are concerned with the traffic, safety, and preservation of a neighborhood. There 
are so many apartments within a stone's throw that continuously have vacancies, therefore, the neighbors 
seem much more open to the idea of restaurants, stores, doctors offices, hair salons, workout facilities or 
dance studios. The issues of parking also need to be addressed.  A similar neighborhood small business 
complex, that recently opened in Holiday, constantly has problems with parking. We also desparately need to 
keep the four lanes on 21st and 21st in tact. We look forward to enhancing this beautiful neighborhood rather 
than trying to turn it into something that it was never envisioned to be. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Susan Koelliker 
Sugar House Community Council 
 

Dayna Evans <daynaevans3@yahoo.com> 
 

8:43 PM (30 minutes ago) 
 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

Judi, 
As a neighbor and a long term resident of salt lake I would like to express my opinion on the project pertaining to 2100 
south.  The reason that I choose to live in the city and pay higher taxes and have a small bathroom and a tiny closet along with a 
small lot is so I can have the convenience of being able to get my in my car and be anywhere I need in 10/15 min.  I have 
watched them widen 1300 east only to narrow it a few years later. Well now that it is one lane. as a resident you chose not to 
drive down 1300 east because it's a nightmare. So instead you drive down 1500 east 900 east and 1700 east creating more 
traffic in these neighborhood streets.   The tracks into sugar house have never been used by any of my family members or my 
self.  It won't be used by residents if it is expanded. I have ridden my bike along the trail. It rarely gets used as tracks but the trail 
gets used more. What I have noticed is it has given the homeless access to get around salt lake.  They used to be contained to 
downtown and now they are everywhere through sugar house.  I don't see any of my family nor my neighbors using tracks. 2100 
south is a nightmare to drive up already. Narrowing it to two lanes will only push traffic into the adjourning neighborhoods. 
Putting low income apartments on 2100 south and 2100 east will also decrease the value of the homes in the neighborhood. 
Sugar house is one of the few remaining neighborhoods that I would raise my family in the city. By putting tracks up 2100 south 
and low income houses on 2100 east that may be that final straw of wanting to move. I am strongly against both.  Start listening 
to the people in the neighborhoods you are affecting. Thank you, Dayna Evans 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 
Holly Baer <hollyslc@gmail.com> 
 

3:34 PM (15 minutes ago) 
 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

please make it known that we, those of us living in Parleys neighborhood do NOT want the development on the corner of 21st 
and21st. I understand it is moving forward regardless !!! we do not want it to be above 30' !!!!! also we walk our children to 
school and already have trouble with side walks- we do not want more parking and more population of the already busy area. we 
CERTAINLy don't want trax or any other trolley car coming up 21st!!! it is not helping our neighborhood that we purchased a 



home in with more development. we do not need this in our neighborhood. please take this into consideration - we live here and 
this affects our neighborhood that we are raising our families in.   
 
thank you 
 
 
Angie parkin <angieparkin@gmail.com> 
 

3:08 PM (47 minutes ago) 
 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

Judi, I am a home owner in the Country Club area adjacent to 21st and 21st. We are optimistic about new development on 21st 
and 21st. That area is very outdated and needs to be regentrified. Thanks for your work on the project! 
 
Our community is VERY concerned about a large apartment building going in at that site as it will bring much traffic to our area 
which is a critical pathway for our children who walk to Dilworth Elementary, Hillside Jr. High and Highland High School. Please 
help ensure our children a safe and secure walking route to school each day by prohibiting a large-scale apartment building, and 
the inevitable traffic it will bring to our neighborhood which will put our children at risk. 
 
There has also been talk of a trax line coming up into our neighborhood as well. We are vehemently opposed to the traffic and 
crime that will bring to our area! 
 
We would love to see small local businesses and intimate eating establishments thrive in our neighborhood --something similar 
to what they have developed in the Holladay area, next to the police station. 
 
Thank you for giving our neighborhood voice and for listening to our concerns. Please update me with any information you have 
of the development proposals. 
 
Thank you for your time and consideration! 
 
With Much Appreciation, 
Angie Parkin 
2218 So. Dallin St. 
SLC, UT. 84109 
801-201-0460 
 
 
Sent from my iPhone 

 
Kristie Perkins Sharp <perkins.kristie@gmail.com> 
 

Jan 5 (4 days ago) 
 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

Dear Judi, 
 
I understand that you have not received much feedback from the members of our neighborhood and community regarding the 21st 
east/ 21st south development plan.  I am sorry that I didn't know I should be sending my concerns to you earlier.  Here are a few of 
mine & my husband's concerns with the proposed plan from the land use committee.   
 
Building a Low Income High Rise 
 
1.  An Increase in Vehicle Traffic 1 block from Dilworth Elementary causes additional safety issues.   Many years ago, 
they closed down our neighborhood school (Rosslyn Heights Elementary.)  This forced families south of 2100 s. to send their 
children to Dilworth, crossing a major, busy street. So many parents were upset, that they pulled their children and sent them to 
private school.  We are already very afraid for our kids ingress/egress to school, please do not add more vehicle traffic. 
 
2.  Dilworth Elementary is already full!  Has anyone at the City bothered to look at the potential education impact on the 
current Dilworth population?  They are at capacity and currently using trailers.  With the addition of a high-rise apartment 
building, the class sizes will be pushed beyond the acceptable maximum teacher: student ratio.  As you know, when this 
happens, everyone suffers. 
 
3. Decrease in value of surrounding homes.  My husband & I just finished a 1 1/2 year painful, expensive remodeling project 
to add 2 more much-needed bedrooms to our home and change our outdated 1-car garage to a 2-car.  We have invested so 

tel:801-201-0460


much in our home, and had hoped to live here for many more years to come with our younger children.  Adding a low-income 
apartment building a few blocks from our home will devalue our home!   
 
4.  We Need more Local, Small Businesses.  One of the reasons my husband & I chose to live in this neighborhood was that 
we could walk to a grocery store, restaurants, small shops, boutiques and other convenience stores.  We would really like to see 
that land on 2100 S. and 2100 East used for more local businesses -- more restaurants.   We love the Dodo and in the summer 
months will walk there to avoid the nightmare of no parking.  I know we could add more places like this!  
 
For these many reasons, our family is deeply opposed to the addition of apartments in our neighborhood.  What we really need 
is the rejuvenation of small, local business in the area.  I hope you will listen to the tax-paying families who have populated 
the neighborhoods your plan would affect.  Thank you for taking the time to listen to our concerns/requests. 
 
 
Andrew Dale <andrewkdale@gmail.com> 
 

Jan 5 (4 days ago) 
 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

Judi, 
 
As an interested and concerned citizen, I attended the meeting last night for the first time. Needless to say, it was an eye 
opener. I did not feel adequate time was spent on the 21st development and was unable to ask any questions. It surely needs a 
facelift but if possible please keep the integrity of what the site was meant to be. These small businesses are vital in the 
neighborhood and serve a purpose of community. I feel lots of small businesses with no housing would be the best option. This 
could be a great place for friends and neighbors to enjoy. They already enjoy the Blue Plate, dance and yoga studios and they 
aren't  very attractive so we know people want something and will come. Thank you for working to make our neighborhood 
great1 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Andrew Dale 
 
Leslie Larsen <lesliedlarsen@gmail.com> 
 

Jan 5 (4 days ago) 
 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

Judi. I was given your email by a neighbor who said you were the head of land use concerning the area located at 2100 S. & 
2100 E. I am out of town and was unable to attend the meeting to discuss the possible use of this site but would like my voice to 
be heard. I am against the proposal for apartment buildings to be built there as well as the plan to bring tracks up 2100 S.. There 
are already more than enough apartments being built in Sugarhouse and turning 21st South into a  2 lane street would cause 
more harm than good. The traffic has already become a problem and adding a tracks line is not the right way to solve it. My 
address is 2170 E. Parley's Terrace. You can contact me at (801)558-0212. 
Thanks, 
 
Leslie Larsen 

 
Debra Day Hogan <debradayhogan@gmail.com> 
 

Jan 6 (3 days ago) 
 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

Dear Judi, 
 
I appreciate the opportunity to share my concerns regarding the 21st and 21st project.  My husband and I chose to live in this 
neighborhood 28 years ago, when in our twenties and with much sacrifice, we purchased a charming home on 21st East just a 
few lots from this intersection.  It had everything we wanted as it was surrounded by homes of all sizes; some very small and 
some quite large and lovely.  We loved the quant and tiny business strip with conveniences nearby.  We loved the proximity to 
the city along with the refuge of a quiet neighborhood.  We stayed in that home for 16 years, and then moved 2 blocks south to 
obtain a larger home and yard, but also to get away from the traffic and congestion of the intersection. 
 
We do not desire to live in an urban city environment with tall buildings and trains.  We love our neighborhood.  I believe that the 
families who occupy these homes are the very heart and soul of Salt Lake City.  They will be found contributing through their 
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work, professions, and through amazing amounts of volunteering, not to mention philanthropy.  Their children add vitality to our 
public schools.  There are only a few other neighborhoods like ours in our city, and we must do all we can to preserve them.       
 
The proposed plans will change this lovely neighborhood.  A huge, tall city building smack in the middle of family homes.  How is 
this a good idea?  It seems unreasonable to cram a very large housing building on a very small piece of property and thus cause 
unreasonable traffic and congestion in the very center of a thriving family neighborhood composed of family homes.   
 
I understand that growth and development must happen, however, there are many other and better locations for a building such 
as this.  The 21st and 21st project is an opportunity to make improvements to the small business area without drastically 
changing the lifestyles of the good people who call this area home.  I am in favor of a facelift that will improve our community as 
was done in Holiday.   
 
Finally, we will likely, as we did once before, choose to relocate if urban life encroaches upon us.  We will find a place like our 
current neighborhood, but sadly, it will not be in Salt Lake City.  I know that very many of my like-minded neighbors feel the 
same. 
 
Once again, there are only few neighborhoods like ours in our very fine city and we must do all we can to preserve them and I 
hope you agree. 
 
Thank you and best wishes, 
 
Debra Hogan 
2210 Country Club Drive 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
84109 

 
Nancy Warr <nancywarr@q.com> 
 

Jan 6 (3 days ago) 
 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

Hi Judi- 
My name is Nancy Warr. I live at 2153 east Parkway ave (2400 south). I strongly oppose low income housing on the corner of 
2100 south/2100 east. I have lived here for 20 years and have watched the number of children cross that same intersection to 
get to Dilworth elementary. Also we have many children crossing the intersection of 2300 east 2100 south to get to Hillside 
Middle school. Traffic is already congested and I would rather see open air SMALL bakeries or eating establishments to reduce 
traffic because parking is poor and reduce the number of people coming in and out of housing. High or low housing  structures 
would be a permanent problem and Traxx would be worse. Because of the two highly populated intersections with children, 
Traxx, which was opposed before and temporarily granted due to these same reasons should not change now. Please contact 
me if I can do more at (801-870-9718). My email is nancywarr@q.com. I want to make sure my voice is heard. Thank you for 
your help as your voice is extremely important on our children and community's behalf. 
Sincerely, 
Nancy Warr 
Local resident 
 
My name is Peggy Acomb Wade. My husband, Bryce, and I live in the area of 21st and 21st. I've had the opportunity to 
comment in months past, about the plan for that area. the last information I received from a city council person was that it would 
take a zoning change of height restrictions in order to allow a high-rise development. We understood there would be no zoning 
change, and hence, no high-rise.  
 
My husband and I were comfortable with the understanding that there would likely be a condo/apartment of 2 levels above the 
street level. We didn't like it, but were trying to be practical about it.  Now we "hear" that there is a high-rise development 
planned. We hope this is not the case.  
 
The really monstrous buildings being built in the Sugarhouse main area have absolutely destroyed the quaint, hometown 
feeling  of that neighborhood. The traffic congestion is horrendous. We find ourselves needing to go out of the way to the north 
or to the south in order to avoid the 11th and 21st traffic jam which is nearly constant. Forget a left turn off of 21st into the 
Barnes and Noble, etc., shops there.  Getting to the Schmidts bakery on 21st just below 7th is a nightmare. We are increasingly 
unable to shop in places we have enjoyed for years just because of the traffic (vehicular and pedestrian),e.g. the Soup Kitchen. 
It's only a matter of time before there is a serious accident along 21st and 11th or 9th. (except that the traffic moves so slowly 
there, perhaps I misspeak) And parking! None now. 
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Please do not create any more congestion along 21st than is currently there. The additional risk of children crossing to and from 
school  at 21st and 21st should be a real red flag about the amount of congestion in that area.  Last year there were accidents 
and several "close calls." We understand people have purchased the property there with an eye toward development $. That's 
business. But we feel strongly that the plan for a high-rise building is unwise and unsafe, and inconsiderate of the nature of the 
neighborhoods on every side.  
 
Thanks for listening. 
Sincerely, 
Bryce and Peggy Acomb Wade 
 
Chere Romney <romney@romneyhouses.com> 
 

Jan 6 (4 days ago) 
 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

Please add our critical concern to your agenda. 
John Romney 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 
Nathan Jones 
 Jan 6 (6 days ago) 

 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

Judi, 
Thank you so all the spend to make our Sugarhouse area so wonderful.  Here are a few points I felt I would like to share with 
you. 
 
-No multifamily residential housing. 
-Keep 2 lanes in each direction on 2100 east. 
-Encourage small, local businesses in occupy the spaces. 
-Safety for school children and other pedestrians. 
-Mixed designs for buildings including; mixed exterior textures, long lasting exteriors, modern and traditional. 
-Observe 30 feet height restrictions. 
 
 
Thanks Judi, 
Sue Ann Jones 
 
Dave <swthomes@comcast.net> 
 

Jan 6 (6 days ago) 
 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

Greetings Judi Short, 
 
My name is Dave Croft. I received your email and was told that you are involved with the committee regarding 2100 S. 2100 E. 
Therefore, I am writing to share my concern and opposition to certain requests regarding the 2100 South / 2100 East area (and 
to politely request If it all possible) to have a brief discussion with you regarding the future development and implementation of 
the continued trax lines in the 2100 S. 2100 E. Corredor.  It has come to my attention that there is some expectation or 
presumption that the neighbors within this immediate area are very supportive of low income housing projects, large apartments, 
large condos and the trax line continuing up 2100 S. when in reality this is not the case. There is a definite and deep concern 
that this should not be implemented in the area. Yes, we are aware and acknowledge at some point that there will be 
redevelopment of certain areas but to continue a Traxs line up 2100 S. and to allow large apartment buildings or condos to 
continue to be built in an area that is not supportive of this type of construction is very concerning and would be considered quite 
detrimental to the existing neighborhoods, in our opinion.  If it all possible, I would love to chat briefly and in a friendly manner for 
one or two minutes just to express a couple of our concerns if you could please call me at 801-556-4631 or email me in 
response to this email when a good time would be that would be terrific and very much appreciated.   Please let me know you 
get this email if you would. 
 
Thank you for taking the time to read this email and to know of my concern as well as several of my neighbor's concerns and 
potential opposition to certain zoning changes and implementations of public transportation and lane closures on certain 
streets.  If I am mistaken that you are not the person to email my apologies.  Also, if I 
mistaken in what is being discussed or planned in the area then I would be seeking clarification and apologize if I am wasting 
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your time. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Respectfully, 
Dave Croft 
Judi, 
 
Thank you for you time and effort on this matter.  I am a concerned member of the community and 
hope that our voice is heard.  I am NOT in favor of a new development of apartments or bike 
lanes/tracks line.   We have plenty around our area already.  I love our neighborhood feel and 
safety.  Yes, we need a bit of an uplift, but the small business are doing well, except when the 
developer forced out Great Harvest, which was so nice to have- we need to have more business like 
that in the area.   
 
Please know that many are concerned about this issue and we did not get a fair chance at the 
meeting the other night to really express how important it is to our area. 
 
Thank you for you consideration and help!!!! 
 
Sincerely, 
Kim Brightwell 
L-M SILVER <lmsilverfamily@msn.com> 
 

Jan 6 (9 days ago) 
 
 
 

  We are completely opposed to a high rise building at 2100 South and 2100 East. There is enough of that in the 1300 East area. 
Please leave our area with a neighborhood feel. Some improvement would be welcome with small businesses. 
We are adamantly opposed to trax coming up 2100 South! This will bring crime to our neighborhood and make driving unsafe 
with a narrowed road. NO TRAX!!! 
 

 
Katherine Orchard <dkorchard@icloud.com> 
 

Jan 6 (9 days ago) 
 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

Judi, 
 
I'm a concerned neighbor of the 21st and 21st development. We love living in this neighborhood and love the feel of only small 
businesses within walking distance. The prospect of a multi-family housing development scares me. I would be very concerned 
about the added traffic and parking issues. The neighborhood children already have to cross the busy 21st South as they go to 
school, and adding so many additional people would greatly increase the traffic. My hope is that the development will continue 
with small businesses, low buildings and a wonderful neighborhood feel. Thanks for your help and for listening to our concerns. 
 
With gratitude, 
 
Katherine Orchard 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 

 
Katherine Orchard <dkorchard@icloud.com> 
 

Jan 6 (9 days ago) 
 
 
 

 to me 

 
 



Judi, 
 
I'm a concerned neighbor of the 21st and 21st development. We love living in this neighborhood and love the feel of only small 
businesses within walking distance. The prospect of a multi-family housing development scares me. I would be very concerned 
about the added traffic and parking issues. The neighborhood children already have to cross the busy 21st South as they go to 
school, and adding so many additional people would greatly increase the traffic. My hope is that the development will continue 
with small businesses, low buildings and a wonderful neighborhood feel. Thanks for your help and for listening to our concerns. 
 
With gratitude, 
 
Katherine Orchard 
 
Sent from my iPhone 

Gretchen Pettey <gretchenpettey@gmail.com> 
 

Jan 6 (9 days ago) 
 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

Hello Judi, 
Thank you for taking the time to hear from the affected neighbors of this area. I have to say that I am surprised to find out that 
there hasn't been a lot of people giving input about this project. It's all we talk about. 
 
I have loved living in this area so much that I rented for 9 years and finally purchased a home in the area. What we would love to 
see is more things that we can walk too. Fun restaurants and boutiques. A lot like the 17th and 17th area etc... 
 
What we don't want to see is more apartments or condos of any type. The schools are already over capacity and adding 
portables and larger classes is already a problem. 
 
The traffic going in and out of apartments or condos would only put our children at risk even more than they are now. 
Restaurants open at different hours I don't see being a problem if that makes any sense. 
 
Would love for 21st to be a fun unique destination not buildings for residents. 
 
Thank you again. 
Gretchen Pettey 
 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
Merrilee 

Gottfredson <merrileegottfredson@hotmail.com> 
 

Jan 5 (12 days ago) 
 
 
 

 to me, John.anderson 

 
 

John and Judi, 
 
Thank you for being a part of the planning for the development of the commercial properties on 21st E and 21st S. As a home 
owner just two blocks from this potentially bustling area, with kids walking to the elementary and junior high schools accessed by 
this intersection I am particularly concerned about how the property is used. Since the schools are already above capacity, and 
considering that there are already many multi-unit housing options having trouble filling their vacancies, I am very concerned 
about more apartments or condos going in. As a close-knit neighborhood community, we are looking to cleanup and add to the 
commercial offerings of this business park. Protecting the existing restaurants, studios, salons, etc that have served us for the 
last many years and adding more, including perhaps some office space seems to make a lot of sense. Providing parking off the 
street and limiting the number of entrances to this shared parking area will minimize the danger of cars coming and going, 
especially during prime foot traffic times, for young children walking to and from school. 
 
I am VERY opposed to reducing the lanes available on 21st, extending the Trax, or introducing low income housing facilities on 
the property. I hope you will work to preserve and maintain the friendly, safe and suburban feel of our neighborhood as you 
contribute to the progressing plans. 

 
Alicia Richardson <sheshe1059@icloud.com> 
 

Jan 6 (11 days ago) 
 
 
 

 to me 



 
 

Please no high rise or track extension on 2100 So. 2100E. We have had plenty of new development and traffic added with the 
Walmart on Parleys Canyon and build up in Sugarhouse. NO MORE 
PLEASE! 
Alicia Richardson 

 
Heather Dallimore <dallimore94@gmail.com> 
 

Jan 6 (11 days ago) 
 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

To Whom it May Concern: 
 
We have lived in the 21/21 neighborhood for 17 years. I grew up very close to here. We are ADAMANTLY OPPOSED to high 
density housing near Dilworth Elementary and trax lines which limit lane use.  We strongly feel that these projects will cause 
destruction to the feel, charm and usability of the neighborhood, cause traffic chaos and congestion, and put our school children 
in harm's way. 
 
This is NOT the right location for trax or high density housing. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Heather and Nate Dallimore 
801-230-9974 
 
Tiffany Romney Leone <tiffanyleone@comcast.net> 
 

Jan 6 (11 days ago) 
 
 
 

 to me, David, lisa.adams 

 
 

As a longtime resident, property owner, tax payer and mother of children who attend Dilworth, hillside and highland high school, 
I am adamantly opposed to a high rise apartment building on 21st south and 21st east and to the trax line continuing east on 
2100 south. These two proposals completely change the neighborhood feel of the area and dangerously increase the population 
density in the area. Sugarhouse from 1300 east west has already grown and has the feel of apartments. It is wrong to turn a 
long established single family neighborhood into a busy area with a trax line. That is not what we as property tax payers and 
long time contributors to this community have built to maintain. 
 
My opposition could not be any stronger. 
 
Should you have any questions please feel free to contact me. 
 
Tiffany Romney 
801.486.5352 

Chere Romney <romney@romneyhouses.com> 
 

Jan 6 (11 days ago) 
 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

Please enter my objection to a clogged 21 and 21. School is too close for children to cross safely in already crowded intersection 
Please put us on meeting ahead. Thank you 
Cheré Romney- local resident 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 
Angie Menlove <camenlove@hotmail.com> 
 

Jan 6 (11 days ago) 
 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

We are not in favor of high rise apartments and tracks.  Please keep us informed. 
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Angie Menlove 
 
Sent from my iPhone 

Mark Cook <Mark.Cook@octanner.com> 
 

Jan 6 (11 days ago) 
 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

As a community member in the area of 2100 South 2100 East and tax-paying citizen of Salt Lake City, I do NOT want to change 
the zoning anywhere near the 2100 South and 2100 East community!!!! This is what zoning is for--to allow the community, not 
developers and builders alone, to decide what the community looks like and how many people and multi-story buildings block 
our view of the world and mountains!!! We do NOT want multi-story units built near, on, or proximate to the old retailers on 2100 
South and 2100 East!!! Let developers stay within the single-story zoning!!! 
 
Mark Cook 
801-652-3393 

 
Angie parkin 
 Jan 6 (11 days ago) 

 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

Thank you Judi for your immediate response! We feel grateful to have you on board! I appreciate you sending me the proposals. 
I am so grateful there is NO Trax and no high rise apartment building proposed. Thank you! I will pass on that information. 
 
In short, our community would prefer the zoning NOT be changed by a developer who does not live in our Neighborhood and is 
not sensitive to community needs and the safety of our children. We hope to keep the current zoning rules in place!  
 
We hope for safe crosswalks and walking paths for our children that are free from traffic.  
 
We hope the development would not include more housing as there is plenty in the new sugarhouse development. We would 
LOVE to see ONLY  small local businesses/restaurantsin the 21st/21st development. 
 
Thank you for your interest in our thoughts!!! 
Angie Parkin 

 
Julie Hall <mattandjuliehall@gmail.com> 
 

Jan 6 (11 days ago) 
 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

We are residents of the area and strongly oppose a high rise apartment complex and trax.  Adding more people to the area and 
cutting the street in half would add to our already congested streets.  Residents would not use the trax. 
 
 

 
Lucy 
 Jan 6 (11 days ago) 

 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

Overall I am in favor of the Small Area Draft Plan and it appears the authors are listening to the community. My primary 
concerns include 1) any multi-family unit development must consider the corner is used by small children, families and small 
groups. This is a priority. Development that maximizes density with underground parking or that maximizes the 30' height  alters 
this corner completely; 2) safety and curb appeal is very important for this corner, but also traffic flow;   3) that the Planning 
Commission gives this Plan a lot of respect and will turn down any requests for variance or changes to zoning. Many resources 
have been spent on this draft and so it should be respected. 
Thank you. 
Lucy Hawes 
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January 7, 2017 
  
Ms. Judy Short 
Vice Chair 
Land Use and Zoning Committee 
Sugar House Community Council 
  
Reference:  Salt Lake City’s Draft 2100 South & 2100 East Small Area Master Plan 
  
Dear Ms. Short, 
  
I have previously submitted my comments concerning this plan to the Planning Department staff and 
most recently, on December 13, 2016, to Mr. Landon Clark, chair of your committee.  For you convenience 
I have attached a copy of these documents to this email.  
  
At this time I would like to respectfully submit some additional comments and concerns resulting from 
the January 4th meeting of the community council.  
  
I strongly disagree with the planning staffs continued reference to this area as a “business district”.  From 
an urban planning standpoint this designation indicates a very intensive commercial core where all forms 
of commercial commerce is conducted.  It involves more commercial activities than even the Sugar House 
Business District, as the City defines it, is allowed to have.  The City woefully over uses this terminology 
when they apply it to neighborhood shopping area.  Almost all of the residential neighborhoods in the 
City have small retail service areas and due to their limited size and limited scope of services should not 
receive the same designation as the business district of Salt Lake City. 
  
Mr. Anderson of the planning staff confirmed my belief that the City has failed to conduct and record any 
planning research concerning the comprehensive elements of the planning process necessary to qualify 
this document’s inclusion as an amendment to the Sugar House Master Plan.  Failure to conduct and 
record proper planning research of these required comprehensive elements leaves the City open to legal 
charges that ordinances based on these documents are capricious and arbitrary.  For example, Mr. 
Anderson responded that recommendations concerning traffic issues in the study area were based on 
conversations he had with various departments.  He assumed that traffic counts were taken along 2100 
South but no origin/destination and vehicle types data gathered and recorded that would validate the 
need to change or not change right-of-way configuration in the study area.  The research phase of this 
plan should have included information concerning existing conditions, trends and influences that affect 
all of the complex urban systems functioning within this area.  The research must include the minimum 
elements of population, transportation/circulation, parks/open space, environment, housing, economy, 
land use, geology, urban services, and urban design.  Unfortunately, this document fails in all respects of a 
meaningful master planning effort due to its lack of sound research and alternative analysis. 
  
After the question and answer portion of the meeting I had an opportunity to discuss some of the issues 
further with Mr. Anderson.  He acknowledged that some of the land use changes involved existing 
residential dwellings and a number of apartments and condos.  He also acknowledged that the Planning 
Department is looking at using the Residential Mixed-Use (RMU-35) zone to implement the land use 
changes recommended in the plan.  It is interesting to note that the plan proposes that the mixed use 
zoned area allowing retail, restaurants, offices and multifamily residence would increase the acreage 
potential for commercial development at this area by about 20%.  Under the proposed mixed use zoning 
the residential properties could eventually be used strictly for commercial purposes. 
  



This increase in potential commercial land use at this location is totally unacceptable.  No need has been 
shown for this expansion, especially when it could result in the demolition of existing residential uses 
thereby allowing commercialization to extend further to the north along 2100 East St.  These existing 
single-family rentals and apartment buildings serve as a buffer between the commercial uses on 2100 
South and the predominately single-family areas to the south and north of existing commercial area. 
  
During the citizen participation phase of the planning process the planning staff continually told us that 
the commercial areas were not going to be enlarged.  Now their position is no single-family dwellings will 
be in the mixed-use area.  What they are not telling us is that the size of the potential commercial mixed 
use area will include a large number of existing apartments to the north of the existing commercial 
area.  Developers will surly take advantage of the commercial aspect of the proposed mixed-use zone 
thus resulting in the demolition of these apartments in favor of ground floor commercial uses and 
reduced off-street parking requirements. 
  
I have one last final concern.  The combined affect of the RMU-35, the conditional use process as 
presently used by the planning staff and the prevailing architectural trend for these mixed-use buildings 
tends to create a boring urban design sameness.  You see the same building design in many commercial 
strip centers throughout the valley.  We see them in Sugar House and in Holladay.  We are losing the 
uniqueness that distinguishes many of our neighborhoods.  If and when this plan is adopted the corner of 
2100 S. & 2100 E. will be the same as any number of newer projects emanating from the Burbank style of 
architecture. 
  
Salt Lake City has a model it can use to insure that the future of this corner maintains it unique character 
and contribution to the fabric of the neighborhood.  That model is not far from here.  The corner of 900 S. 
& 900 E. has gone through the same growth pains that our corner is suffering from.  They overcame the 
problem by emphasizing the need to remodel and reuse the existing buildings.  Demolition was kept to a 
minimum.  The plan before use is oriented towards the total demolition of the area between 2100 E. and 
2200 E.  The authors of the Small Area Master Plan are making the erroneous assumption that mass 
demolition is the only answer.  They have not even taken the time to look at any other alternatives.  The 
developer wants to build a new building and in doing so will damage the whole corner to achieve his 
goal.    Unfortunately, his is only one property that is suffering from neglect.  Until such time as a building 
condition inventory is conducted the best course of action would be to let the market dictate the need for 
demolition, which should be a last resort. 
  
I hope this information is helpful to you and your committee.  If you have any questions or wish to discuss 
this issue further please feel free to contact me at your convenience. 
  
Allen Johnson  
2137 S. 2100 E. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
allencjohnson@comcast.net 
801 916-4656 
  
  
2 Attachments 

  

  

 

Steven Gottfredson <gottfredson@gmail.com> 
 

Jan 7 (10 days ago) 
 
 
 

mailto:allencjohnson@comcast.net
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to me 

 
 

 

Judi my wife Merrilee and I don't want apartments and big buildings and low income housing at 21st and 21st. Expanding light 
rail up 2100 is a joke. 
 
The draft plan for the area encompasses the feedback from the community accurately. I hope it will be followed 
 
Steve Gottfredson 
2120 Country Club Dr 
84109  
Overall I am in favor of the Small Area Draft Plan and it appears the authors are listening to the community. My primary 
concerns include 1) any multi-family unit development must consider the corner is used by small children, families and small 
groups. This is a priority. Development that maximizes density with underground parking or that maximizes the 30' height  alters 
this corner completely; 2) safety and curb appeal is very important for this corner, but also traffic flow;   3) that the Planning 
Commission gives this Plan a lot of respect and will turn down any requests for variance or changes to zoning. Many resources 
have been spent on this draft and so it should be respected. 
Thank you. 
Lucy Hawes 

 
L-M SILVER <lmsilverfamily@msn.com> 
 

Jan 6 (12 days ago) 
 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

We are completely opposed to a high rise building at 2100 South and 2100 East. There is enough of that in the 1300 East area. 
Please leave our area with a neighborhood feel. Some improvement would be welcome with small businesses. 
We are adamantly opposed to trax coming up 2100 South! This will bring crime to our neighborhood and make driving unsafe 
with a narrowed road. NO TRAX!!! 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 
Julie Hall <mattandjuliehall@gmail.com> 
 

Jan 6 (12 days ago) 
 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

We are residents of the area and strongly oppose a high rise apartment complex and trax.  Adding more people to the area and 
cutting the street in half would add to our already congested streets.  Residents would not use the trax. 
 
 
Mark Cook <Mark.Cook@octanner.com> 
 

Jan 6 (12 days ago) 
 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

As a community member in the area of 2100 South 2100 East and tax-paying citizen of Salt Lake City, I do NOT want to change 
the zoning anywhere near the 2100 South and 2100 East community!!!! This is what zoning is for--to allow the community, not 
developers and builders alone, to decide what the community looks like and how many people and multi-story buildings block 
our view of the world and mountains!!! We do NOT want multi-story units built near, on, or proximate to the old retailers on 2100 
South and 2100 East!!! Let developers stay within the single-story zoning!!! 
 
Mark Cook 
801-652-3393 

Angie Menlove <camenlove@hotmail.com> 
 

Jan 6 (12 days ago) 
 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

We are not in favor of high rise apartments and tracks.  Please keep us informed. 
 
Angie Menlove 

tel:801-652-3393


 
Sent from my iPhone 

Mike Lambson <m.lambson@hotmail.com> 
 

Jan 6 (12 days ago) 
 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

I am very much against any new development along 2100 south, along with any new tracks cars or trains. The single family 
neighborhoods will be negatively affected in many ways. It will become to urbanized and the great lifestyle that has existed for 
thousands of residents and families for nearly 80 years will disappear. 
Sincerely, 
Mike and Britney Lambson 
Sugar house Residents 
 

 
kbdance@comcast.net 
 Jan 6 (12 days ago) 

 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

Judi, 
 
Thank you for you time and effort on this matter.  I am a concerned member of the community and 
hope that our voice is heard.  I am NOT in favor of a new development of apartments or bike 
lanes/tracks line.   We have plenty around our area already.  I love our neighborhood feel and 
safety.  Yes, we need a bit of an uplift, but the small business are doing well, except when the 
developer forced out Great Harvest, which was so nice to have- we need to have more business like 
that in the area.   
 
Please know that many are concerned about this issue and we did not get a fair chance at the 
meeting the other night to really express how important it is to our area. 
 
Thank you for you consideration and help!!!! 
 
Sincerely, 
Kim Brightwell 
Dave <swthomes@comcast.net> 
 

Jan 6 (12 days ago) 
 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

Greetings Judi Short, 
 
My name is Dave Croft. I received your email and was told that you are involved with the committee regarding 2100 S. 2100 E. 
Therefore, I am writing to share my concern and opposition to certain requests regarding the 2100 South / 2100 East area (and 
to politely request If it all possible) to have a brief discussion with you regarding the future development and implementation of 
the continued trax lines in the 2100 S. 2100 E. Corredor.  It has come to my attention that there is some expectation or 
presumption that the neighbors within this immediate area are very supportive of low income housing projects, large apartments, 
large condos and the trax line continuing up 2100 S. when in reality this is not the case. There is a definite and deep concern 
that this should not be implemented in the area. Yes, we are aware and acknowledge at some point that there will be 
redevelopment of certain areas but to continue a Traxs line up 2100 S. and to allow large apartment buildings or condos to 
continue to be built in an area that is not supportive of this type of construction is very concerning and would be considered quite 
detrimental to the existing neighborhoods, in our opinion.  If it all possible, I would love to chat briefly and in a friendly manner for 
one or two minutes just to express a couple of our concerns if you could please call me at 801-556-4631 or email me in 
response to this email when a good time would be that would be terrific and very much appreciated.   Please let me know you 
get this email if you would. 
 
Thank you for taking the time to read this email and to know of my concern as well as several of my neighbor's concerns and 

tel:801-556-4631


potential opposition to certain zoning changes and implementations of public transportation and lane closures on certain 
streets.  If I am mistaken that you are not the person to email my apologies.  Also, if I 
mistaken in what is being discussed or planned in the area then I would be seeking clarification and apologize if I am wasting 
your time. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Respectfully, 
Dave Croft 
Nathan Jones 
 Jan 6 (12 days ago) 

 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

Judi, 
Thank you so all the spend to make our Sugarhouse area so wonderful.  Here are a few points I felt I would like to share with 
you. 
 
-No multifamily residential housing. 
-Keep 2 lanes in each direction on 2100 east. 
-Encourage small, local businesses in occupy the spaces. 
-Safety for school children and other pedestrians. 
-Mixed designs for buildings including; mixed exterior textures, long lasting exteriors, modern and traditional. 
-Observe 30 feet height restrictions. 
 
 
Thanks Judi, 
Sue Ann Jones 
 

 
Leslie Larsen <lesliedlarsen@gmail.com> 
 

Jan 5 (13 days ago) 
 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

Judi. I was given your email by a neighbor who said you were the head of land use concerning the area located at 2100 S. & 
2100 E. I am out of town and was unable to attend the meeting to discuss the possible use of this site but would like my voice to 
be heard. I am against the proposal for apartment buildings to be built there as well as the plan to bring tracks up 2100 S.. There 
are already more than enough apartments being built in Sugarhouse and turning 21st South into a  2 lane street would cause 
more harm than good. The traffic has already become a problem and adding a tracks line is not the right way to solve it. My 
address is 2170 E. Parley's Terrace. You can contact me at (801)558-0212. 
Thanks, 
 
Leslie Larsen 
 
Kristie Perkins 

Sharp <perkins.kristie@gmail.com> 
 

Jan 5 (13 days ago) 
 
 
 

 to me 

 
 

Dear Judi, 
 
I understand that you have not received much feedback from the members of our neighborhood and community regarding the 
21st east/ 21st south development plan.  I am sorry that I didn't know I should be sending my concerns to you earlier.  Here are 
a few of mine & my husband's concerns with the proposed plan from the land use committee.   
 
Building a Low Income High Rise 
 
1.  An Increase in Vehicle Traffic 1 block from Dilworth Elementary causes additional safety issues.   Many years ago, 
they closed down our neighborhood school (Rosslyn Heights Elementary.)  This forced families south of 2100 s. to send their 
children to Dilworth, crossing a major, busy street. So many parents were upset, that they pulled their children and sent them to 
private school.  We are already very afraid for our kids ingress/egress to school, please do not add more vehicle traffic. 
 

tel:%28801%29558-0212


2.  Dilworth Elementary is already full!  Has anyone at the City bothered to look at the potential education impact on the 
current Dilworth population?  They are at capacity and currently using trailers.  With the addition of a high-rise apartment 
building, the class sizes will be pushed beyond the acceptable maximum teacher: student ratio.  As you know, when this 
happens, everyone suffers. 
 
3. Decrease in value of surrounding homes.  My husband & I just finished a 1 1/2 year painful, expensive remodeling project 
to add 2 more much-needed bedrooms to our home and change our outdated 1-car garage to a 2-car.  We have invested so 
much in our home, and had hoped to live here for many more years to come with our younger children.  Adding a low-income 
apartment building a few blocks from our home will devalue our home!   
 
4.  We Need more Local, Small Businesses.  One of the reasons my husband & I chose to live in this neighborhood was that 
we could walk to a grocery store, restaurants, small shops, boutiques and other convenience stores.  We would really like to see 
that land on 2100 S. and 2100 East used for more local businesses -- more restaurants.   We love the Dodo and in the summer 
months will walk there to avoid the nightmare of no parking.  I know we could add more places like this!  
 
For these many reasons, our family is deeply opposed to the addition of apartments in our neighborhood.  What we really need 
is the rejuvenation of small, local business in the area.  I hope you will listen to the tax-paying families who have populated 
the neighborhoods your plan would affect.  Thank you for taking the time to listen to our concerns/requests. 
 
Peggy 

Wade <peggyacombwade@gmail.com> 
 

Jan 6 (12 days ago) 
 
 
 

 to me, John.Anderson 

 
 

My name is Peggy Acomb Wade. My husband, Bryce, and I live in the area of 21st and 21st. I've had the opportunity to 
comment in months past, about the plan for that area. the last information I received from a city council person was that it would 
take a zoning change of height restrictions in order to allow a high-rise development. We understood there would be no zoning 
change, and hence, no high-rise.  
 
My husband and I were comfortable with the understanding that there would likely be a condo/apartment of 2 levels above the 
street level. We didn't like it, but were trying to be practical about it.  Now we "hear" that there is a high-rise development 
planned. We hope this is not the case.  
 
The really monstrous buildings being built in the Sugarhouse main area have absolutely destroyed the quaint, hometown 
feeling  of that neighborhood. The traffic congestion is horrendous. We find ourselves needing to go out of the way to the north 
or to the south in order to avoid the 11th and 21st traffic jam which is nearly constant. Forget a left turn off of 21st into the 
Barnes and Noble, etc., shops there.  Getting to the Schmidts bakery on 21st just below 7th is a nightmare. We are increasingly 
unable to shop in places we have enjoyed for years just because of the traffic (vehicular and pedestrian),e.g. the Soup Kitchen. 
It's only a matter of time before there is a serious accident along 21st and 11th or 9th. (except that the traffic moves so slowly 
there, perhaps I misspeak) And parking! None now. 
 
Please do not create any more congestion along 21st than is currently there. The additional risk of children crossing to and from 
school  at 21st and 21st should be a real red flag about the amount of congestion in that area.  Last year there were accidents 
and several "close calls." We understand people have purchased the property there with an eye toward development $. That's 
business. But we feel strongly that the plan for a high-rise building is unwise and unsafe, and inconsiderate of the nature of the 
neighborhoods on every side.  
 
Thanks for listening. 
Sincerely, 
Bryce and Peggy Acomb Wade 
 



Public Comments Emailed to Staff  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 











































































































ATTACHMENT 3:  Potential Motions 

 

AS WRITTEN: 
 

I move that the Planning Commission forward a recommendation to the City 
Council to adopt the 21st and 21st Small Area Plan based on the information 
presented in the staff report, the public involvement process associated with 
creating the plan, and the testimony and discussion provided during the Planning 
Commission briefings and public hearings. 
 
WITH CHANGES: 
 
I move that the Planning Commission forward a recommendation to the City 
Council to adopt the 21st and 21st Small Area Plan based on the information 
presented in the staff report, the public involvement process associated with 
creating the plan, and the testimony and discussion provided during the Planning 
Commission briefings and public hearings, subject to the following changes: 
 
 [Planning Commission must state recommended changes] 
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